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.FOOTSTEPS OF FREEDOM 
I~TRODUCTORY 

IT was once held in Britain as a political 
axiom that a nation could not be made sober by 
Act of Parliament. It was quite true while the 
" nation" was not a Nation, but a loosely held mob of 
warring selfish interests such as was the state of Europe 
prim: to August, 1914. 

When the Great War began, those who were 
deeply interested in the purification and elevation 
of public and private life through the medium of 
various reforms, were face to face with stone walls. 
The ag~long struggle of the working classes in 
England for an adequate recognition of their true 
place in the national household had come to a danger 
point through the fear of politicians to deal drastically 
with vested interests. The fight for the enfranchise
ment of women~had been driven by the obtuseness of 
politicians to a stage at which something horrible 
seemed to be the only possible expression of exasperat
ed and suppressed womanhood. The work of seven 
centuries of aspiration and sacrifice by the Irish 
Nation, carried to an apparently satisfactory cdnchision 
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FOOTSTEPS OF FREEDOM 

in an Act Qf Parliament, was rendered null and void 
by the bigoted frenzy of party leaders on one hand, 
and the supineness and lack of sincerity of the party 
nominally in power; and out of the folly of the 
.. rulers" two unauthorised, fanatically earnest mobs 
of armed men were ready to precipitate on the British 
Isles.a Civil War compared with which,in regard to 
moral results, the EW'Opean War was a masked 
blessing. 

In the less spectacular but not less important phases 
of humanitarian effort for. pure living, noble thought 
carried into noble action in relation to human and 
sub-human beings, public interest and sympathy was a 
microscopic fraction. The excitements of cruel or 
silly spods, the sentimentalities of picture houses, the 
vulgarities of music halls, were the mental and 
ePlotional pabulum of the great majority of the British 
people; and the nominal idea of freedom was-Pevery 
man for himself, and ~e Devil take the hindmost." 

To-<iay. with four years of warfare between us and 
the stone-wall age of social evolutio~ a change has 
com.e about that the most optimistic reformer would 
hardly have dated nearer than ten years in its ripest 
phases, and half a century in general. The working
classes hilve been swept· into vast defensive organisa.
tions, .and in the General Election have polled almost 
as many votes for the Labour Party as were polled for 
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the late all-powerful Liberal Party; the dreams of the 
nationalising of various public services have been 
turned into accepted reality in a few days; the early
Victorian line that a few survivals from that dull era 
had drawn around "woman's sphere," has been 
·carried arowld an area of activity that would make 
their grandfathers' wigs turn grey; the sons of fathers 
who were laug.hed to scorn, because they advocated 
abstention from the flesh of animals, have in turn 
laughed, quietly and with solemn thankfulness, at the 
public request of the Government that meat-eating 
should be reduced, and the suddenly discovered know
ledge by savants that flesh food was the dearest and 
.poorest of, dietetic substances. 

Were it possible to assure an inqUisitive visitor from 
'l\Iars that these revolutionary changes had been delibe
rately brought about through a general recognition of 
·their rightness, then, indeed, we should have announced 
the beginning of the longed-for millennium, when ., all 
men's good" shall be" each man's rule," and wo:nan's 
. also. Alas I we can only assure our planetary visitor 
that these signs of dawning sanity in' the conduct of 
,human affairs are the result, not of reason· from within, 
but of stern necessity from without. The" discipline 

·of "Var," as the Pall Mall Gazette put it, advanced 
stage by stage, even-Inirabile diet" I-to the drinking 
habits of Londo?ers, a measure of interference with 
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the once vaunted II liberty of the subject" that "wilt 
bear most directly on the life of the community •••••• a. 
heavy sacrifice upon certain branches of trade, as well 
as a curtailment of individual liberty that may often 
amount to -genuine inconvenience." 

To sober India, with its restraint on appetite, the 
social state disclosed by such words as the foregoing 
must be at least a puzzle. The idea that liberty is' 
dependent on a man's perfect freedom to put inflam
matory liquors into his mouth is one of the quaintest 
distortions of western individualism. It is echoed 
from newspaper and rostrum, when any attempt is 
made to legislate against various evils~ desptte the 
great principle laid down in Christian doctrine that 
" no man liveth unto himself." Yet, in the face of 
outraged .. freedom," the War has forced on the 
British people a new and very vivid sense of the inter
dependence of the human units compnsmg ~he 

~tion: it has shown in the glare of shells that a 
nation can be made sober-and many other things~ 

even vegetarian-by Act _ of Parliament, when that 
nation realises that the good or ill of one is the good 
or iII of all. 

True liberty will never be found in an anarchic 
claim of every atom to do as it pleases, but in the 
willingness of the akms to devote their single wills to 
the general good, -H')fIible as the War w1s, if it 
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INTRODUCTORY 

'served to drive this truth into hum:ln consciousness, it 
will be remembered, not as the colJapse of civilisation 
-which never existed in reality-but as the beginning 
of the real civilisation that sees the solidarity of all life, 
and makes war for ever impossible between persons 
or nations, through elimi~ating the spurious" freedom" 
'that is only an exaggerated selfishness. Yet, while 
long steps towards freed'lm have been smitten out of 
British legis~to!"3, it WJuid be untrue to attribute these 
solely to necessity. No nation can walk straight into 
reform. There is always a preparation; and I propose, 
in the following pages, to point out a few of the 
Footsteps of Freedom in English literature, mainly in 
the poets, who are specially responsive to impressions 
from I principalities and powers' beyond the horizon 
-of the ordinary individual. 

At tpe centenary celebrations to the memory of the 
irish patriot-poet, Thomas Davis, :Mr. W. B. Yeats
the greatest living poet in the English language-told 
an interesting story of how another patriot-poet, or, 
rather, poetess, discovered the politiCal ballads of 
Davis, and through them became an apostle of free
·dom for Ireland. The story, whIch Mr. Yeats heard 
from her own lips, is that when the poetess was ~ girl, 
she had to step into a shop to let a procession pass. 
'The procession, however, seemed interminable, and 
the girl's curiosity moved her to ask what it meant. 
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",It is the funeral of Thomas Davis," the shopman ro. 
plied. ., And who was Thomas Davis?" she asked, 
"He was a poet," was the answer. 

The girl was so struck to see such honour done by 
one section of her fellow-countrymen and women to 
a mere poet of whom she had not heard, that she 
studied his writings", and ultimately came out of the 
limitations of her upbringing, became fired with the 
cause of Irish Freedom, in the fight for .which DavIS 
had died before he was forty, and took up his work of 
vivifying the imagination of the people of Ireland by 
patriotic poetry. That girl became Lady Wilde, 
"Speranza," whose work is known the world over. 

The cause of human freedom needs the inspirabon 
and the curb of the poet. There is a deep-seated need 
for the clarifying, and intensification under control, of 
the emDtional nature of humanity the world over,. 
when that emotional nature is stirred to unusual acti· 
vity in the crises that mark the pressure of the Spirit 
to~ards human unity by the only path, the path of 
freedom. When that need arises, then also comes 
the day of the poet, not only as articulator of the 
il,lcoherent, but also as shaper, taking up the scattered 
and indeterminate vibrations of the niass, and singing 
them into a living, conscious,efi'ective purpose through 
the restraints of art that curb extravagance yd inten
sify pure emotion. 
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There is another story of how a bed-ridden young 
man killed time by 'reading a book of Davis' patriotic 
ballads. Instead of killing time, the book made him 
alive with a new purpose. I saw that man in his old 
age with bright, enthusiastic:: eyes that were keenly 
interested in the new national movement in literature. 
He w~s John O'Leary, and he had put behind him 
five years 'of imprisonment, and fifteen years of banish
ment from his native land, as the outcome of a 
sick-bed perusal of a book of songs. And O'Leary 
was only one of many thousands who caught fire 
from the torch of freedom in the hands of a poet. 

I do not mention this with a view to forming a 
Society of Poets .for Chanting Men into. Prison r 
Rather, the poets are they who sing the world out of 
prison-out of the bonds that humanity puts upon its 
will and imagination, for this or that trivial selfishness. 
To be sure, they may, on the way to liberty, pasS in
cidentally through stone walls and iron bars, but such 
events are only part of the day's work, and the work 
is beyond the day. 

Every poet must, to some degree, be a champion 
of Freedom, because Freedom is 1he necessary condi
tion for the realisation of Beauty. Seers who have 
glimpsed the Beauty of the Spirit, which is behind its 
partial and fluctuant reflections in the arts, have taught 
that its realisation is possible only when freedom is 
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gained from the domination. of outside disturbance, 
and from interior deflection tQ the side of the lower 
nature. Every poet realises this as a simple statement 
of the conditions necessary for the expression of his 
own genius; and what is it also but a statement of the 
case for national freedom ?-freedom from the vexati. 
ous wastage of energy, and the disruption of attention. 
-that come from the perpetual and unnecessary adjust. 
ments between any nation's genius and extraneous 
unassimilable interests; freedom to lift itself abQve the 
c1amourous necessities of the lower side of life, by 
finding the poise and harmony of self·realisation and 
self -expressi ':>0. 

The Universe is G~d's poem, which He is shaping 
to\vards His ideal by re~iting, so to speak, and some
times cutting out, the cantos that are nations, and the 
stanzas that are human beings. Every step towards 
freedom is in need of song for its guidance and inspira
tion: eveIY song that is worthy of the great name of 
poetry is a chant of liberty. 
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DANTE ALlGHIERI (1265-1321) 
-

THE Italy of Dante was not the Italy of to-day. 
·Columbus and his lucky stumble against a new world 
were still a couple of centuries off. Overseas Imperi
alism had not been invented, nor the blessed formula as 
to finding markets; and the energy that. had built the 
empire of the Cresars had-dwindled to a factiojl fight 
between Ghibelline and Guelph. 

Dante was born a Guelph, a hereditary supporter of 
the Pope. At thirty-five he was condemned to death 
by Pope Boniface in the event of his returning to his 
native city of Florence. Between these two events 
there is the story of a great soul that heard the foot
steps of freedom, and followed them. 

As a member of the noble family of Alighieri, 
Dante received the best education that his age could 
afford, and became a master of literature and science. 
At twenty-four he earned distinction on the field of 
battle, and he attained statesman rank in his sect. 
It was at his advice that the leaders of the sub-sects, 
into which the Guelph's split in 1300, were banished. 
Strange to say, it was this very act that precipitated 
the crisis of his life, and led to his own banishment. 
The leader of the Bianchi sub-sect, which wavered 
.towards the Ghibellines, the upholders of the crown 
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in succession from the Qesars, returned to Florence: 
Thereupon the Neri sub-sect, with which Dante wa 
more intimately associated,' appealed to the Pope, wh~ 
secured the help of a brother to the King of Frana 
into whose hands' Florence ultimately fell. Th, 
Bianchi leader was thrown into prison, and a deerel 
of banishment was promulgated against six hundrec 
of her best citizens, including Dante. 

It was quite in keeping with the irony of the des 
tiny that pursued him all his life, that his banish men 
threw him amongst the rejected Bianchi as a com 
panion in misfortune. For this he was castigated b~ 
his former friends, the Neri. But the fact is tha 
Dante was neither a Guelph nor a Ghibellme in hil 
heart. He perceived that the animosities of the \'ariou 
partisans were simply providing the occasion lor th~ 
sundering of what should be the -constituent element 
of a Nation. That weakness was being taken advan 
tage of by the Papacy in order to secure temporal ~ 
well as spiritual power. It was the old, but ever n~ 
method of "divide and conquer." 

Dante set himself against the. encroachment on the 
secular rights of the people. Italy for the Italians WaJ 

his idea, and it was for opposing Pope Honifaee's in 
traduction of foreigners into Florence that Dante incur-

. red the pontifical displeasure. To that extent he W31 

Jess a Guelph; to which must be added his loyally tc 
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DANTE ALJ,GHIERI 

the successors of Cresar. But this defect from his 
heredity did not make him more a Ghibelline; rather, 
he despised their mere lip service to the Crown, which 
he saw to be pure party expedienc~. The natural 
result of his attitude was political isolation, as it is
written in the Paradiso: 

Of their bestiality their own proceedings 
Shall furnish proof ; so 'twill be well for thee 
A party to have made thee by thyself. 

This Party of One had a single ideal, the attain. 
ment of national unity, not a struggle against overt 
invasion or covert dellationalisatioll, but.a struggle to 
bring the members of a body corporate into harmony. 
Bearing this in mind, we shall find the true perspective· 
of Dante's political creed. In the Convito he says: 
/I Since the human mind, in limited posstssion of 
earth, does not rest, but ever desires to obtain glory,. 
as we see by experience, wars and discords succes
sively arise between kingdoms." Wherefore, in order 
to do away with these wars and their causes, he advo
cates a single monarch-lmperadore-as the focal 
centre of national unity. 

To-day the cause of human freedom has subtler 
and deeper meanings. None the less, from the store 
of wisdom out of which the II Poet whose unscarred 
feet have trodden Hell" made his attack upon the 
point nearest his hand, we too may gain guidance;. 
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-and for that guidance we have to tum to the utter
ance that came from the most profound strata of his 
-nature: " The 90medy of Dante Alighieri, a Floren-
-tine by nation, but not by habits," as he himself 
-described the immortal work that others later called 
., The Divine Comedy". 

It was in the mid5t of the turmoils of that epoch
making thirty-fifth year of his life tha~ he conceived 
the idea of composing a poem through which he 
might expose the corruptions of his age and country. 
Like his great compeer in theological epic, Milton, 
be put his art to the service of what he conceived to 
be a worthy purpose: not the col05sal daring of the 
Puritan, to •• justify the ways of God to men," but to 
~onvict men of sin so that they should seek reconcilia
tion with God. 

In carrying out this great purpose, Dante had 
occasion to make repeated reference to personal and 
historical details; but it is not to these or to any 
"'Systematic statement of his political convictions that 
-we shall look, but rather to a few scattered phrases 
that are the unpremeditated disclosure of the inner man 
from which the man . of.. deed and word can be 
deduced. 

Perhaps his most penetrating definition of the 
force at work in human effort is the statement in tbe 
Convilo tbat 



DANTE ALIGHIERI 

II Everything desires its own perfection ••. and for this 
is everything desired." 
To this he adds in the Paradiso: 

II 'Ihe natural was ever v.ithout error," 

Here we have, ~urely, an, absolute statement of 
human freedom, a complete anarchism, ~quarely based 
on Dante's belief that God and the universe were one" 
and that humanity was potential Divinity. 

o human creatures, born to soar aloft, I 

Why fall ye thus befor'e a little wind ? 
he cries in one place, and in another he queri;;s, 

Do ye not comprehend that we are worms 
Born to bring forth the angelic butterfly? 

To the attainment of that evolution every power must 
_ be consecrated: there is no deltgation of the work ~ 

there is a touch of contempt in his glance in Furgatory 
at those shades 

Who only prayed that someone else may pray 
So as to hasten their becoming holy. 

But Dante, having, as he declares, become enamour
ed-after his first love, the immortalised Beatrice-with 
II the most beautiful and modest daughter of the 
Emperor of the Univen;e, to whom Pythagoras 
gave the name of I-hilowphy," was not likely 
-to miss the other ~ide of evolutionary truth, that 
the seeking of personal perfection must at every 
step take account of the multitudinous other entities. 
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that have an equal right to desire and strive 
for their o~n perfection. And SO he enunciates his 
law of co-operation:' 

... As much the more as One says Our, 
So much the more of good each one possesses. 

In another place he puts into the mouth of his 
conductor through the Inferno, Virgil, the clear admo
nition, 

Of those things ,only should one be afraid 
Which have the power or doing othert harm. 

How much he had himself suffered from the failure 
of others to observe this tule may be told in a· few 
words. After fifteen years of exile, he was offered the 
-opportunity to return to his native city on condition 
that, in addition to paying a fine, he should make an 
apology to the State, and so admit the justice of his 
banishment. He spumed the offer with indignation, 
and he never ~gain knew the Joy of home. At fifty
seven he died of disappointment and bodily strain. 

To him, as to every seer, there was one medium fot 
the reconciliation of all life's contradictions-Love 
made perfect in Freedom. Personal ambition, thought 
unsweetened by sympathy, these are the menaces to 
individual or collective happiness: 

. For where the argument of intellect 
Is added unto evil will and power, 
No rampart can the people make against iL 

Love only can make the crooked straight and the 
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Tough places plain; and it must be no petty sentiment, 
but a full and free exercise of a noble spirit that takes 
away all suspicion of patronage and alien tyrannous 
suzerainty in the unit or the mass. and that errs-as 
Peter in the Ptlrgatorio commanded the keeper of the 
keys-

Rather in opening than in keeping shut j 

.a rule of action which may be commended to those in 
whose hands are the keys to the outer Courts of 
human Freedom. 

15 



EDMUND BURKE (1729-1791) 
EDMUND BURKE was born in Dublin, the child of a 

Protestant father and a Catholic mother. He lived 
through the period of upheaval that culminated a year 
after his death in the Irish Rebellion of "ninety-eight", 
but close enquiry would have to be made in order to 
find a clear trace of his ancestry in his speeches and 
writings; he lives in wllversity textbooks as England's 
greatest political philosopher ; and he is enshrined in 
the affection of America lor his strenuous opposition 

. to the tyranny of the home Parliament, and of India 
for his impassioned championship of ~er cause in the 
bad old days of the East India Company, The latter, 
including the impeachment of Warren Hastings, he 
regarded as his best service to the cause of justice. 
His life he dedicated to the furtherance of freedom. 
order and kindliness. Wherever he found their 

) 

opposites he entered the lists against them-yet he 
always did so with a caution and .a verbal circum
ambulation that carried his work to the outer \"erge of 
political utterance, but never beyond it into the region 
of abandonment to the cause of Freedom. 

It was this mixture of radical and conservative in his 
nature that brought about - the great paradox of his 
career. When the first French revolutionary out. 
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break took place in 1789, Burke, by reason of his 
own revolutionary attitude to the English Govern
ment and Parliamentary institutions, had achieved 
such a reputation as a political Don Quixote that he 
was written of as " a man decried, persecuted, pros
cribed, and by half the nation considered as little 
better than an ingenious madman". But the per
sonalities and methods of the French revolutionaries, 
and a sentimental memory of Marie Antoinette, 
coupled with his abhorrence of violence other than in 
words, denied him any comprehension of the emotion 
which must be the natural accompaniment of any 
such upheaval, and, like Wordsworth later, he tound 
himself in the position of a critic and opponent of the 
Revolution. He wrote a letter: it was publisbed, and 
immediately the "ingenious . madman" became a 
wise man, favoured of kings" and. applauded by the 
public. No one ever doubted his honesty; but if they 
had, his open breaking in the House, of Commons of 
a twenty years friendship with; Fox would have 
dispelled the dcubt. 

It was this stern, unyielding and humuurless honesty 
in his thought, that gave. his utterances a value that 
has passed them on to other times and circumst~nces. 
How much more valuable they would have been had 
he united the vision of the mystic to the. intellectual 
grasp of the statesman isa matter for speculation j but 
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it is obvious all through that his temperamental or 
adopted abhorrence. of anything in the way of 
CI metaphysics" kept him at the level of perpetual 
oppositIon, and prevented his seizure of occasion 
and power for great construction. With all his 
oratorical ability he fell short of leadership, because 
his honesty had something of arrogance in it, and his 
championship of freedom had a toucl~ of tyranny. 

Something of the conservatism that acted as drag to 
his genius comes out in the very first . sentence of his 
Thoughts on the Causes 0/ thl Present Discontents which 
be published asa· young man of thirty. He em
phasises the delicacy of his undertaking, and anticipates 
what other people -will think and say. Ultimately he 
admits that "in the exercise of duty something has to 
be hazarded," though he puts a limit to the hazard in 
the phrase," reputation, the most precious possession 
of every individual." . 

Then follows one of those clear enunciations of 
political wisdom that are appliCAble in all human 
relationships, and especially to those who are engaged 
in any phase of the age-long struggle of the Soul of 
Humanity towards Freedom : 

"Nations are not primarily ruled by IaWI: 1esI by 
violence. Whatever original energy may be exposed 
eitber in force or regulation, tbe operation of both I .. in 
lruth, merely instrumental. N ationl are governed by ••• 
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·EDMUND BURKE 

11 knowledge of their temper, and a judicious manage
ment of it." 

He thus sets the government of a people largely 
on the character of both the governors and the 
governed, and th,:!s takes more cognisance of the 
human element than of statute-books-as he elsewhere 
specifically declares. Consequently he was removed 
from any undue reverence for the printed word of 
Law, and was free to detect the subtle influences of 
human desire and selfishness under ,the guise of 
-spurious reforms. He points out that a system may 
be adopted which will exalt the grandeur of the State, 
and yet be inimical to freedom ; 
., and men may find, in the pride and splendour of that 
prosperity, some sort of consolation for the loss of tbeir 
'Solid privileges. Indeed, the increase of the power of 
·the State has often been urged by artful men as a 
pretext for some abridgement of the public liberty •••••• " 
a shrewd thrust whose point comes through a century 
and a half to the present time, when the liberties of 
England have, through the exigencies of warfare, 
suffered a temporary suspension in the hour of external 
menace, and stand in danger of a continued contrac
tion in favour of the exploiting classes who~ 

progenitors were in Burke's mind when he said: 
"A species of men to whom a state of order would be 

a sentence of obscurity, are nourished into a dangerous 
magnitude by the heat of intestinal disturbance; and it 
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is no wonder that. by 8 sort of sinister piety, the) 
cherish, in their turn, the disorders which are th~ 

parents of all their consequences." 

It is not easy to surmise how far Burke's habit 01 
thought would have taken him if he were alive now I 
but his speech in relation to the suspension of the 
Habeas Corpus Act during the American War has a 
close application to-day. He said: 

•• Liberty, if I understand it at all, is a general 
principle, and the clear right of all the subjects within 
the re-aIri1; or of none. Partial freedom seems to me 
tlie most'insidiou9 mode of slaver)', But, unfortunately; 
it is the kind of slavery most easily admitted in times of 
civil discord ; for parties are but too apt to forget their 
o\,\/n future safety in their desire of. sacrilici£lg their 
enemies .•.••• In times of high proceeding it is never the 
faction of the predominant power that is in danger; 
for no tyranny" chastises its own instruments." 

The problem here. involved, the clash of im· 
mediat~ necessity. with remote contingency, of Eree~ 
dom in the individual with' government by class,. 
was the crux ,towards the solution of which Burke
iaboured . all his life. He saw itfrom two sides, and 
h~ perceived that magnanimity was the only possible 
medium of rapprochement. .. A great Empire and 
little minds go ill together.... he said, and his desire 
for, ,largeness of. dealing between Britain and its 
dependencies stung from, him. the bitter question,. 
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in reply to a speech by the youthful Lord Carmarlhen 
on the subject of American ,taxation : 

"When this child of ours wishes to assimilate to its 
parent, and to reflect with a true filial resemblance the 
beauteous countenance of British liberty j are we to 
•••••. give them our weaknesses for strength '1 our 
opprobrium for glory? and the slough of slavery, which 
we are not able to work off, to serve them for freedom?" 

Small wonder, then, that Burke's blood boiled-as 
·a contemporary declared-over the question of India. 
He charged the East India Company with "selling" 

·every Indian Prince that they had come in cOntact 
with, and breaking every treaty that they had made, 
which were offences against common honesty, but he 
gave his special scorn to the alleged reformers who 
seemed, in their advocacy of Indian matters, 
.. to have forgotten that they had anything to do but to 
regulate the tenants of a manor, or the shopkeepers of 
lthe next country town." 

Burke strove earnestly for order and stability, but 
he recognised that "a State without the means of 
some change is without the means of its conservation." 
In the human units that were the. embodiments of 
roth principles he saw the barrier of inertia, and the 
fire ot emotion that might be a consuming frenzy or a 
clear light. "It is sometimes," he said, "as hard to 
..compel slaves to be free as to compel freemen to 
be slaves "; and again, II Would twenty shillings 
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have ruined Mr. Hampden's fortune? No I But the 
payment of half twenty, shillings. on the principle on 
which it was demanded, would have made him a. 
slave." 



WILLIAM WORDSWORTH (1770-1850) 
WILLIAM WORDSWORTH was born 22 years before 

Shelley and lived 28 years after him. They were con
temporary only in time, however, in temperament and 
expression they were poles apart. Wordsworth spoke 
of Shelley's poetry in -terms that came as near blas
phemy as his laborious instrument would permit. In 
that, he was no nearer the truth than Shelley was 
when he humbly extinguishtd his own· light in the 
presence of Byron, whom he altogether wrongly re
garded as a superior luminary. 

On one point, however, Wordsworth and Shelley 
coincided in time and spirit: they loved Freedom, and 
hailed what they believed at first to be her supreme 
manifestation in. the French upheaval that began in 
1789, and has not yet subsided. Indeed, in the very 
year in which Shelley was born, 1792, Wordsworth, 
then twenty-two years of age, while visiting Paris, 
would have taken up the work of a leader of, the 
moderate republican party, had he not been summon
ed home to England. ' 

At that period he was already known to himself, 
but to few beside, as a Poet born. He had also pass
ed from the phase of simple nature-worship to that of 
human sympathy. In another year England declared 
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war on France, and Wordsworth declared war on 
England in prose and verse. His passion for freedon1 
was outraged by his country's attack on the apostles of 
freedom. 

Wordsworth, however, by reason of his appallingly 
serious disposition, and his entire deprivation of the 
rejuvenating power of humour, aged rapidly. At 
twenty-eight he began to do ptmderously in poetry 
what the great Italian craftsman, Cellini, says a penon 
should only begin to do in prose at forty-write his 
autobiography. It was in Germany in 17915-99 that he 
began the song of himself, II The Prelude." Simul. 
taneously, and quite naturally, as the result of his 
pre-occupation with his own history, he 10!>1 his early 
enthusiasm for the struggle for liberty, and ultimately 
raged as much against France as he had formerly 
raged against England. • 

While this defection was temperamental, it found 
its immediate causes-some have said excuse s.-in the 
ell;Cjesses of the revolutionaries, who, as he say.s in 
If The Prelude," 

for desperate ends 
Had plucked up mercy by the roots ••• 

The old tyranny of the aristocrat was succeeded by 
~'capricious acts of tyranny," such as the chasing 
of all Negroes out of. France. These things, and many 
more to~d of in Book X of " The Prelude," striking on 
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a sensitive and introspective genius, made it recoil from 
its earlier interest. We can gauge somewhat the 
measure of this recoil i£i we set the crude facts of unrest
rained violence agaillst the dreams of the young Poet: 

Ohl pleasant exercise of hope and joy. I 
For mighty were the auxiliars which then stood 
Upon our side, we wt.o were strong in love I 
Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, 
But to be young was very heavenl·· Oh ! times, 
In which the meagre, stale, forbidding ways 
Of custom, law, and statute, took at once 
The attraction of a country in romance I 
When Reason seemed the most to assert her 

rights. •• •. . 
. • . • Not in Utopia, subterranean fields, 
Or some secreted island, Heaven knows wherel 
But in the very world. which is the world 
Of all of us,-the place where in the end 
We find our happiness, or not at all I 

But while the Poet moved away from the concrete 
·expression of the struggle for freedom then concentrat
-ed in France, his allegiance to freedom in the abstract 
was in no degree impaired; it was, indeed, driven· 

.. deeper, as his philosophical nature deepened, in search 
.of the hidden roots of tyranny, and in its search it 
came upon the salutary t(uth that in his own land both . 
. bistorically and contemporaneously there were condi
tions that made its boast of freedom take on an apolO
getic air. The most that he could muster courage to 
-claim for her, according to the twenty-first sonnet in his 
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"Poems dedicated to National Independence and 
Liberty," was that her enemy, .. rance, was more abject 
than she. 

Ten years later, as far as his published utterance is 
concerned, he had got to the core of the matter: he 
had found that the source of all things is within, and 
that the contributory cause of the strength of tyranny 
is the weakness of the slave. "Never may from our 
souls one truth depart," he prays-

That an accursed thing it is to gaze 
On prosperous tyrants with a dazzled eye; 
Nor-touched with due abhorrence of thei,. 

guilt 
For whose dire ends tears flow, and blood is. 

spilt, 
And justice labours in extrcmity

Forget thy weakness, upon whid, is buill, 
o _etched man, the th,.o"e oj lyranny I 

It is well for human progress that truth remains true~ 
despite the falsities that make up the compromise 0' 
life. We may look to Wordsworth for the enunciation 
of the obvious truth of.the last two lines of. the forego
ing sonnet ; but it is with little surety that we should. 
look to him for guidance in the matter of putting the 
truth into practice, for even a superficial knowledge oi 
human nature will teach us that any concerted and 
,determined attempt 10 shake tyrannyffom his throne 
{such as the revolution t~day in Europe) is pretty sure 
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at the present low state of human evolution to result in; 
circumstances not very dissimilar to those which alien
ated his sympathy from the revolutionary movement 
in France. 

There is, of course, the alternative of a persistent 
pressure in line with the evolutionary tendency of things, 
but the genius of Wordsworth was not in that direc
tion. He shrank from the closeness and harshness of 
struggle, even along constitutional lines, and sought
refuge in solitude with the," vision splendid." 

The world is too much with us, late and soon, 
Getti ng and spending. we lay waste our powers,. 

he complained. Unfortunately it is the fate of most 
human beings to have to struggle perpetually at the 
getting proCtss, in order to meet the rudimentary neces
sities of life, .because those necessities, instead of being, 
freely distributed, are made the subject of heartless ex
ploitation by commercial tyrants. Here we have the' . 
raw material of the universal urge towards economic 
freedom, of which the struggle for national freedom is 
but a phase. Its solution lies ~n sterner work than 
settling down in a cottage by the side of a lake. 

It was this rather Eelf-satisfied renunciation of his 
first enthusiasm for liberty that drew abme \lpon him~ 
To-day \\e are more mtrciful, for we have learned not 
-only that eo. they also serve who only stand and wait," 
but that the truest service that one can render to one's, 
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'fellows is to follow one's own genius and illumination. 
"The dharma of the warrior may be the dharma of the 
poet, as in the case of Byron, but more likely it may 
not. Sidney and Lovelace may write verses and wield 
.the sword with equal effect; but Wordsworth was a 
man of one 'purpose, and that purpose was poetry.. The 
footsteps of Freedom caught bis inner ear, but they 
spoke to hhu rather of ~he ultimate conditions of her 
full life, than o~ the immediate way thereto. "I griev
,ed for Buonaparte," h~ said, but he passed in four 
.lines from the little Corsicanto the powers that make 
-such as, he possible and impossible: 

'Tis not in battles that from youth we traiD 
The GoverQor who must be wise and good, 
ADd temper with the sternness of the brain 
Thoughts motherly, and meek al womanhood. 
Wisdom doth live wilh children round her 

knees: 
Books, leisure, perfect freedom, and the talk 
Man holds with week·day man in the ~ourly 

walk 
Of the mind's business; these are the degrees 
By which true Sway doth mount ; this il tbe 

. stalk 
True Power doth grow on ; and her rigbts are 

these. 
And so it has come about that Wordsworth enjoys 

·.the paradoxical fate of living in a certain solid and 
:rather carpeted arid stuffy quietude in bis ,?WO works, 
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and of being buried in a sonnet by one contemporary; 
to which is added an epitaph. by another. 

In honest poverty thy voice did weave 
Songs consecrate to truth and liberty. 
Deserting these, thou leavest me to grieve, 
Thus, having been, that thou shouldst cease" 

to be, 
Shelley lamented. 

Just for a handful of silver he left us 
Just for a riband to stick in his coat; 

Browning added bitterly, and unfairly. 
Fortunately for humanity, the great assents of the

eternal Spirit suffer no derogation from the defeets of 
mortals, either in falling from grace, or in delivering 
judgment, in the eyes of those who seek only the Ideal. 
Fortunately, too, the final truth,~pecially in relation 
to freedom which is essentially incapable of entire 
statement, is not necessarily to be looked for where its 
name is most on the lips. Freedom, indeed, is a shy 
bird : it may slip . round a. corner when the fowler 
spreads his nets in its sight; yet it builds its nest in 
curious crannies of the heart and imagination. Out of 
the thousand fragments of· truth concerning freedom 
that Wordsworth quarried from his brain it is doubtful 
if anything but a very meagl e temple to the Goddess 
could be constructed; yet the whole essence of the 
matter slipped almost casually into a phrase about a 
flower, when he declared that it fulfilled its functions. 
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;perfectly "because the little flower is free down to 
its roots"; free-as a flower, not as an elephant, down 
to its own authentic source, not to the source of a 
'river. 

That is the whole Gospel of Freedom-that human 
beings should be set at liberty to express themselves 
,to the full extent of their own capabilities as indivi
·duals and as groups of individuals, subject to the 
natural limitations of spirits clothed in matter and set 
in relationship to one anolher. That such was Words
worth's summary of the matter, deducible. from his 
writings, may be taken as ratified in his obvious 
~cceptance of Cowley's definition of Liberty which he 
.uses'as the motto to his own lines on the subject: 

"The liberty of a people consistl in being governed by 
:laws which they have made for themselves, under what
ever'form it be of -government; the liberty ofa private 
.man~ in being master of his OWIl time and actions, as far 
,as may CORsist with the laws of God and of his couot.ry." 

A century of progress in the idea of freedom has 
-widened the word" people" to include women as well 
as men) for it is now seen that a condition of eligibility 
lor the freedom of a nation is the readiness of that 
.nation to grant freedom to all within its borders. 
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PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY, 1792-1822 

PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY, the son and, ,heir of broad 
acres and titled nobility" was born a rebel against 
privilege and class distinction. The passion for free
·dom was the ruling motive of his nativity. He had' 
hardly begun to think, when he perceived that the 
function of legislation, to which his class raised its 
silk hat, had not come within hailing distance .of the 
·one true justification for its existence-the power to 
smile at precedent, and to adjust its findings. to ,the 
,growing soul of humanity-but simply existed. as a 
producer of statutes for dealing with immediate 
circumstances j and then canonised such statutes, so 
that they became ghostly tyrants when their pro
vocative cause had passed away. Hence he who 
might have enjoyed the privileges of respectable non
entity, and become one among the law-makers of his 
age, chose the thorny and heroic way of the iconoclast, 
the breaker of laws for their remaking" nearer to the 
heart's desire." 

It was at school that Shelley got his first glimpses of 
the spirit of tyranny, and his first impulses towards 
freedom. Up till his eighth year he had enjoyed the 
light discipline.of home life, and particularly the free 
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comradeship of his sisters. From the fresh air of 
full human life he was transplanted to the thick 
atmosphere of a boys' school, with its lop-sidedness. 
its deprivation 6f the intuitive discipline and chivalric 
companionship of femininity, its little meannesses and 
slaveries that belong to segregated callow masculinity. 
His schoolmates noted something in him that set him 

j apart from their breed, and they came down on him 
as wild birds do on a "sport" in their species. Some
thing of this preliminary stage of his lifelong quarrel 
with human society, as then organised, is disclosed in 
the :dedication, years afterwards, of "The Revolt of 
Islam" to his wife, Mary Godwin : 

.. Thoughts of great deeds were mine, dear friend, 
when first 

The cloud which wrap. tbis world from youth did 
pass. 

I do remember well the bour which burst 
My spiJit's sleep: a fresb May.morn it Wall, 

When 1 walked forth upon tbe glittering grass, 
Aodwept, 1 knew not why j ufllil lha-e rose 
From th/J near schoolroom, fIOiee., lhat,.alas I 
Were but one echo from a world of uroes-
The harsh and grating strife of tyra,II. and 0/ foes. 

=-- But the discovery of the law of correspondences in 
the little world of school and the big world outside did 
not damp his spirit : quite the contrary. 
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And then I clasped my hands and looked around
But none was near to mock my streaming eyes, 
Which poured their WMm drops on the sunny 

ground-
So without shame I spake : " I will be wise, 
And just, and free, and mild, if in me lies 
Such power, for I grow weary to behold 
The selfish and the strong still tyrannise 
Without reproach or check." I then controlled 
My tears, my heart grew calm, and I was meek 

and bold. 

At the age of eighteen he entered University College 
at Oxford, felt the reflex there of the spirit of liberty 
which the French Revolution had let loose in 'the 
world, and became at once an ardent exponent or its. 
most extreme teachings. The ignorance and incon
sistencies of the followers of the orthodox Church 
roused the rebel within him. The doctrine of the 
atheistic French school presented to him a more 
logical view of life, and he published a pamphlet on 
" The Necessity of Atheism." He was expelled froID 
<:oUege. Now Oxford glories in his memory. 

A year before he entered college he had begun a 
poem, ,. Queen M ab." After his expulsion he printedi , 
it for private circulation. His maturer artistic judg
ment only regarded a portion of it as worthy of pre-
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serv.!tion; but it stands as an elabor"te and highly 
. decorated first presentation of his life-the sis-freedom 

found in the abandonment of selfishne!li, and the 
attainment of the stability of unity. 

Yet, human spirit, bravely hold Ihy course. 
Let virtue t~ach thee lirmly to pursue: 
The gradual paths of 311 aspiring change : 
For birth, and life, and death, and that .trange 

state 
Before the naked lOul has found its home, 
All teud to perfect happiness, and urge 
The resUess wheels of being on their way, 
Whose flashing spokes, instinct with infinite life, 
Bicker and burn tQ gaia their destined goaL 

Shelley's fight for freedom was no mere subject for 
poetry. It was a flaming passion that shot him up 
against the irking marriage laws of his time, and 
made him turn in disgust from the flesh-eating habits. 
of his contemporaries, with their background of tyr
anny and cruelty. In due time the internal fire fused 
the experiences of life and the gatherings of an eager 
and retentivelbrain into ma!erial fit fcr the operation 
of the' hidden Artist. At' twenty-three he wrote 
.. Alastor, or the Spirit of ::,o)itude," a piece of jewel
.led melancholy that was a forerunner of his first 
orderly and ful) presentation of his rebellion~ 11te 
Revolt of Islam-" 
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In this tremendous piece of work, tremendous in 
·energy. in intellectual brilliance. in technique, in ex.
tent, he set out his vision o~ the /I two Powers " that 
hold dominion over mortal things, the Spirit of Good, 
symbolised as an eagle, the Spirit of Evil, symbolised 
as a snake, between whom an amazingly realised and 
recounted fight opens the poem : 

Such is this c"nflict-when mankind doth strive 
With its oppressors in a strife of blooct. 
Or when free thoughts, like lightnings are alive i 
And in each bosom of the multitude 
Justice and Truth with Custom's hydra brood 
Wage silent war;-when priests and kings 

dissemble, 
When round pure hearts a host of hopes assemble, 
The Snake and Eagle meet-the world's founda

tions tremble. 

The cosmic struggle is reflected in human society, 
:and touches the protagonist of the poem. 

This vital world, this home of happy spirits, 
Was as a dungeon to my blasted kind. 
All that despair from murdered hope inherits, 
They sought, and in their helpless misery blind 
A deeper prison and heavier chain clid find, 
And stronger tyrants. 

The sum and substance of this wonderfully wrought. 
·out story of the eternal struggle of Right and Wrong is 
.the simple truth that lust-spiritual, mental or physical 
-is the baleful tyrant that must be faced. Shelley saw 
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thIS enemy in all its guises. He made no compromise ; 
and because of his inexorable thoroughne&S, his work 
is only now, a century after his death, being seen at 
~s true value, and variously claimed as the first word 
of modem socialism, of the English food reform 
movement, and of the struggle for the freedom of 
womanhood. 

It is in the latter phase that one comes nearest his 
key-truth. The cosmic struggle began in a vast 
duality. There can be no peace on earth or in 
heaven, Shelley says, until the fundamental unity is 
achieved; the" Eldest of things, divine Equality." It 
must be sought for in the penoonaJ unit; not only in 
the harmonious relaflonship of the faculties and 
functions of soul and body, but also in 
the realisation of the psychological truth that all 
experience is solely within the self, and that a wrong 
done or condoned to another IS a wrong to one's own 
best nature. 

" Can man be free if woman be a slave 7" he asks. 
His answer in the im1D$!diately following lines is, that 
a single bound human being turns the whole world 
1Oto slavery, since all are confederate in the binding 
of the one. He therefore declares. in view of the 
,1Ubjugation of womanhood, that 

Never shall peace and humaD Dature meet, 
Till free and equal maD aDd womaD greet 
Domestic peace. 
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Artistically, however, "The Revolt of Islam" was 
(lnly an apprenticeship for his supreme utterance, 
whose title in its two words is the sum-total of 
'Shelley's life and work-" Prometheus Unbound;" 
.the bringer of the Divine Fire into daily life released 
:from penalty, illumination and freedom. 

That stupendous work of the imagination and 
1he heart stands on the very pinnacle o{ human 
achievement. Every line is fired with spiritual entha
si~'1ll, and the whole vast machinery of mythological 
incident and personality is cohered to the central idea 
of struggle out of slavery into freedom, out of the 
exploitation of men and women by men and women 
into the free comradeship of Man j hlmlo, in the 
<:lassical sense of man-womanhood: 

Man, one harmonious soul of many a soul, 
Whose nature is its own divine control, 
Where all things flow to all, as rivers to the sea. 

To the worker in the cause gf human advancement 
there can be no loftier ideal, no purer inspiration, no 
40 policy" that is surer of complete and lasting success. 
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THE articulation of Freedom may come in three 
ways : It may be the sharp and incoherent cry of 
necessity arising out of tyrannous circumstance: it 
may be the illuminated exclamation of the poet as he 
glimpses the immortal Powers that are working 
through mankmd to a glorious fulfilment : it may be 
spoken il) the measured tones of reason, as the end 
of a chain of logical thinking. 

John Stuart Mill was one of the authoritative expo_ 
nents of rationalist philo.<;ophy during the middle fifty 
years of the nineteenth century. His contribution to 
the development of the idea of Freedom is its clear 
presentation as an intellectual proposition. He knew 
little or nothing of the necessitous side of the matter~ 

"since he was born in comfort of circumstance and 
freedom of mind as the son of a well·to-do and wise 
father. N either did he know anything of the joy of 
aBIatus that comes of revelation. His life, indeed~ 

was cast in such wise as to shut hun off from the dis-
turbance of passion or illumination ; but his disability 
in these respects was in some measure compensated 
by a more than ordinary enrichment on the purely 
intellectual level of his nature. At three he was put to 
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the study of Greek j at eight, Latin j at twelve, political 
economy, logic, and metaphysics. At seventeen he 
had already earned a reputation for disquisition j and 
before the age when the average youth of England 
has reached discretion, Mill had formed a Utilitarian 
Society, and evinced an interest in reform to the extent 
of protesting against prosecutions for blasphemy 
which were part of the legacy of the Napoleonic Wars 
to England. 

As Mill began life, so he continued it. At the age 
of seventeen he embarked on his career as an indepen
dent individual by. enkring the service of the East India 
Company at a salary of thirty pounds per annum. In 
five years he was in receipt of six hundred pounds per 
annum : in due time he reached two thousand, and 
when the Company was happily extinguished in 1858, 
Mill retired on a pension of fifteen hundred a year at 
the early age of fifty-two. ' A year later he publiShed 
his essay On Liberty-the crown of half a century of 
intense intellectual activity, save for a period of dark
ness at the age of twenty which the poetry of Words
worth and Shelley lightened. 

He had already contributed to philosophical thought 
two essays that were destined to obtain classical hon
ours, A System of Logic, and PrinCiples of Political Eco
nomy j but it was in On Liberty that the fulness of his 
nature found expression. This was due in a large 
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measure to a -t:ircumstaoce .that .came directly out of 
lUe,not out of thought, a circumstance that had no 
~lace among the percepts and ~ncepts of psychological 
terminology, but nevertheless exerted a powerful 
in1luence in setting bounds and direction to his think
·jng-the friendship pf a good woman who united a 
dear J1nd fumished brain to a sympathetic heart. For 
.tw~ty years"chuingthe life of her husband, Mrs. 
Taylor was the guide and inspirer of the philosopher. 
,After the death of bI!r husband she married Mill, who 
was .then Jortyo:five. Seven years later she died, and 
·the monument to her .memory is Mill's dedication of 
what was practically their joint wprk, On Libert,. 
She herself had been the main author of an essay 
The EnJrant:hisement of Women, which Mill. some 
years after her death, developed into the fexninist scrip. 
ture, The Subjectjpn JJ/ Women. 

iltis to O. Liberty, however, that we tum fer J.Iill's 
t;Ontrlbution of thought on the subject pf Freedom in 
general. He sees the struggle between the spirit of 
Freedom and the spirit of Authority as the principal 
feature of human history in .its preliminary stages. 
.He does not mean.autharity in the authoritative sense, 
~Dce JteI!dom has its ilwoauthority. He means 
.authority in its arbitrary sense at the command of a 
tyran~ be .that tyr.mt an iodividual 4)r a group of 
jndivid,uals. The aim· of ~ struggle was to put 
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bounds to the power which the ruling manor men 
should be allowed to exercise over the community. 

Freedom, therefo~ in its early stages was simply 

the ,putting of a protective zone between the realm of 
the ruled and the ruler. In process of time their 
interests became theoretically identical, and a new. and 
to Mill' not less objectionable. II authority" ,was 
evolved, "the tyranny of the majority" in matters 
that he conceived to be the sole concern of the in
dividual. "There is," he maintains," a limit to ,the 
legitimate interference of collective opinion with 
individual independence: and to find that limit, 
and maintain it against encroachment, is as indispen
sable to a good condition of human affairs as protec
tion against political despotism." 

What, then, is the appropriate region ot human 

freed.om, in Mill's idea ? 

It comprises, first, the domain of consciousness: de
manding liberty of conscience, in the most comprehen
sive sense j liberty of thought and feeling j absolute 
freedom of opinion and sentiment on all subjects.~from 
this liberty:Of each individual fOllowa the liberty, within 
the same limits, of combinatioD amongst individuals j 
freedom to unite for any purpose not involving hano to 
others. ... 

The last five words .of the foregoing fQrPl thedebat

able line of demarcation between perfect individual 
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freedom, and the limits imposed upon it by society. 
Mill works it out in flome detail, and unfortunately 
in his choice of examples 'Provides a concurrent 
example of how a' rigid adherence to a thesis may 
falsify itself. He is entirely against the movement for 
the prohibition of the liquor traffic in Britain. The 
drinking of fermented liquors, is, he declares, an indi
vidual matter, not a social one. The fact is, of 
course, that drinking is one of the most anti-social of 
practices, that cannot restrict itself to individual, action. 

We need not, however, make too much of this 
lapse. He was against all restriction. - He would 
leave the individual free to think, say, and do as he or 
she pleased-and free to. take the consequences. It is 
the better of two alternatives, the other being "the 
~tablishment of the right of every indiV1dual to claim 
that the other individuals must act as he thinks they 
ought." It is, indeed, more than probable that the 
particular acts that are unsocial are in essence but 
protests against arbitrary inhibition, and that the 
lifting of the embargo would have as a consequence 
their disappearance, since there is no fun in sinning if 
there is nothing to sin against. 

Mill was at India House, and in the service of the 
old East India Company, while he was writing On 
Liberty, andone is constantly driven ,to wondedf he 
ever paused to consider the application of his thought 
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to the dealings of his employers with the people of 
India; and, if he did, what infraction of his own. 
liberty prevented his giving utterance to the logical 
fulfilment of his own thought. If it is... a law that, 

human beings owe to each other the help to dis-
, tinguish the better from the worse, and encouragement

to choose the former and avoid the latter, .. but neither' 
one person nor any number of persons is warranted in 
saying to another human creature of ripe years that he 
shall not do with his life for his own benefit what he
chooses to do with it ... 

it is surely as applicable to east as west, and as valid 
between groups within the great unity of the human, 
race as between individuals and groups within the 
unity of a particular nation. Even if Mill, however, 
exhibited the characteristic defect of the "rational
ist .. type of mind-the lack of a sensitive and wide 
imagination-it remains for Freedom's exponents to
day to carry his principles beyond the borders of 
England and Europe, and apply them in the tropicaL 
zone as well as the temperate, 
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WILLLUI BLAKE declared that "poetry fettered fetters 
-the human race." Only a poet, and a mystic poet, 
-could have Imit up as with a thread of lightning the 
.apparently remote relationship of a free art and a free 
people. Ninety.nine persons in a hundred would hold 
1hat people produce art, free or fettered ; but that is a 
view of things that forgets that the limbs of the body 

-corporate are suspended from the brain, and that, des
pite the urge to material acquisltion, the heart of huma

-nitytramps bravely after a few phrases that once went 
singing through some poet's brain. We shall make a 
mistake, all the same, if we regard the effect of poetry 

-on life as instanl The converse of Blake's saying is 
true ! poetry freed frees the human race, but the free 
poetry and' the free race are not contemporaneous. 
That is why Whitman, the first wholly freed poet, I 
trunk, in the history of literature in the English 
language, regarded himself as a foundation-stone, not 
.as a ridge-tile. 

We may pass over the disputed question as to 
-whether Whitman was a poet or not in the accepted 
.artistic sense. His family circle regarded his first 
.book and Longfellow's "Hiawatha" -then just publisb-
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ed, 1855-as "pretty much the same muddle as the
other-" His mother's verdict was that if .. Hiawatha" 
was poetry, perhaps Walt's was poetry too. And there
we may leave it. Whitman himself had no doubts on 
the subject. He had, - as a young man with good 
intentions towards his fellows, used the vehicles of 
prose and verse in journalism, but his method was as 
regular as Lowell's, and less distinctive. Whitman as 
Whitman did not appear until he penned the 
declaration : 

Come, I will make this continent indissoluble, 
and added to it the autobiographical item, 

I, noW thirty-six years old, in perfect health begin,_ 
Hoping to cease not till death. 

Behind this clarion announcement of a new power 
in literature there is a picture of a big fellow-Of. the
laziest who ever undertook to edit a city paper"
soaking himself in the experiences of life and the 
influences of nature j fighting against the quadruple
alliance- of capital punishment, slavery, duelling. and 
the war spirit; throwing away his frock coat and high 
hat, and working into his mental fibre slowly and. 
deliberately those principles of freedom that pushed. 
him beyond the bounds of established expression and. 
opened an era in literature. 

His earliest formulation. was as a democrat. He
wrote: 
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A democratic writer, I take it, is one, the tendency 
-of whose pages is to destroy those old landmarks which 
·pride and fashion have set up to make impassable dis
tinctions between brothen; of the great family. 

But the orthodox democratic party was not suffici
.ently elastic to accommodate his developing genius, 
and he became one of the party of .. free soil, free 
·speech, free labour, free man." 

At thirty-six he took to carpentry as a means of live
lihood -: at the same time he conceived the idea of 
·writing a book that would be an embodiment of both 
himself and America. He had been forgotten as a 
journalist during a period of silent absorption. The 
.air of the time was vibrating with transcendentalism, 
-communism, socialism, abolitionism, perfectionism ; 
"but Whitman was patiently disentangling himself from 
all credal limitations, and finding the fulfilment of the 
.command," Know Thyself." to be the entrance to the 
.lif e of freedom. 

While Whitman had immersed himself in the cur
-rent abstractions of his journalistIc days-albeit with 
.a detachment and a humour that enabled bim to as
cribe an electoral defeat to the {act that the party 
.. , didn't get enough votes by a long shot"-he remain
oed parochial, undistinguished, un-American : when he 
found Himself he found also America, became its' 
.spiritual Colum.bus, and in the assertion of his own 
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freedom \\ as made a free man of the City that hath 
foundation in the heart and Imagination of all man
kind. His gift to th,~ cause of Freedom was Himself: 
his contribution to thought on Freedom was his life. 
Before the first publication of his poems he had 
written his conviction of the relationship of the Artist 
to Freedom: 

As there c .. n be no true Artist without a glowing 
thought of Freedom. so Freedom pays the Artist back 
many fold, and under her umbrage Art must sooner 
or later tower to its loltiest and most perfect propor
tions. 

He.was not thinking of any remote patronage of 
Freedom by Artists such as he then conceived himself 
to be numbered amongst : words had to be confirmed 
in work: 

A poc:t must be a champion of freedom. 
Yet it took him forty-two years of life to make up 

liis mind to certain re-adjustments of daily habit j and 
it is quite characteristic of his centralisation of the 
universe in the personal that his so doing has no hint 
of sectionalised humanitarianism. In his diary he 
wrote: 

I have this day, this hour, resolved to inaugurate for 
myself, ~ pure, perfect, sweet; clean-blOOded, robust 
body, by ignoring all drinks but water and pure milk, 
and all fat meats, late suppers-a great body, a purged, 
cleansed, spiritualised, invigorated body. 
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Thus equipped he moved onwards witb hi. mi!'Sion 
of bearing tbe New World on his shoulders-a task 
made possible only because, instead ot feeling America 
as outside himself, and therefore a weight and a chain, 
he conceived of himself as co.extensive with America 
and so drew his immense inspiration from sources of 

inexhaustible variety. 

It is necessary to remember this merging of him
self with his country in order to get the proper view 
of tbe personality that is the outstanding feature of 
his work. He sang of himself, but he. made it clear 
that he sang also of all the other selves. To him all 
things were rooted in One, and that one included 
nature as well as humanity. Humanity found its 
fullest freedom in squaring ~tself with the vast intui
tive life of nature : 

No politics, art, religion, behaviour, or what not, I •. 
of account, nnless it compare with tbe ampli. 
tude or the earth, 

Unless it face the exactness, vitality, impartiality .. 
rectitude, of the earth. 

Such was the circumference of his creed. It& 

motive power must be Affection. 

Affection shan solve the problems of Freedom yet;. 
Those who love each other shall become invincible.. 
The dependence of Liberty shall be lovers,' 
The continuity o' Equality shall be comrades. 
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The 1/ personality IJ of Whitman therefore resolves 
itself into the paradox of the fullest democracy bitherto 
expressed in western poetical literature. He works it 
into detail thus : 

Where the slave ceases, and the master of slave. 
ceases •.• 

Where outside authority enters always after th~ 

precedence of inside authority ; 
Where the citizen is always the head and ideal

and President, Mayor, Governor, and what not. 
are agents for pay i 

Where children are taught to be laws to _them-
selves, and to depend on themselves i,.. 

Where equanimity is illustrated in affairs ; 
Where speculations on the Soul are en~ouraged ; 
Where women walk in public processions in th~ 

streets, the same as the men ; 
Where they enter the public assembly and tak~ 

places the same as the men i •.••.• 
There the great city stands. 

The two lines before the last show that Whitman 
had passed the final and_ most searching -test of the 
would-be champion of Freedom-the attitude tG 
womanhood. All through his works there is an 
insistence on perfect equality-or, rather, of the break
ing down of all inhibition, so that men and women 
will be set free to find their fullest natural and 
temperamental expression. This was his complete 
connotation of the word peop14 which, on the lips o£ 
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party,politicians ~as until recently perpetually of the 
pWegender. ,He knew that the "eo~le had not yet 
¥isen, but he sa:w througb the years with the gift of 
propbecy : 

Years of the unperformed I Your borizon rises-I 
see it part a way for more august dramas: 

I see not America only-I lee oot only Liberty'. 
nation but other nations embattling i ••• 

I see Freedom completely armed, and victorious. 
and very haugbty, with Law by ber side, both 
issuing forth against the idea of caste i ... 

I see- the frontiers and boundaries of the old 
aristocracies broken; 

I see the landmarks of Europe,in Kings removed i 
I see this day tbe People beginning their land

marks, all others give way ... 
His theory of Freedom may be paraphrased in the 

terms of another great statement : 
This most of aU, in tbine own self be free, 
And it must follow as the night the day, 
Thou 'can'st 'not tben put bonds on any man

or, on any woman either-as Whitman would add. 
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It is an axiom of literary criticism that the signi' 
ficance of a poet's work cannot be correctly appreciat
ed until it has been removed by the process of time 
a considerable distance away from contemporary 
thought and feeling: that is, until the poet ir; quite 
dead. The axiom is very likely true in the ~e of 
the bulk of poetry, particularly English poetry, which 
deals mainly with the surfaces of things, and only in 
lucky moments has any inkling as to the true constitu
tion of the Divine Pilgrim, the Human Soul. In i,ts 
case time may be necessary for the sifting of the grain 
from the chaff, though it is fairly certain that much o~ 
time's decision will also be overruled in the fut.ne, 
when the full realisation of human nature, in th~ 

wider sense that is known to some, shall have altereq 
the values of things literary. 

It is because I believe that the raising oi the stand
ard of literary values will find, the poetry of Henry 
Bryan Binns among the abiding things of the future, 
that I am anticipating the verdict of time, and setting 
his work, in respect of its expressiun of the:: urge to 
Freedom, alongside that of the acknowledged masters: 

Indeed, so far as my knowledge of him is concerned, 
lIe might as well be buried a millenium. I only 
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know from a note in an English weekly paper tha 
Mr. Binns was born in 1~73. but that figure may, fOJ 
all I know. be a symbol. for there is in his work ~ 
courtesy and tenderness that have been left behind lJ3 
the modem English poets (if he ;s an English poet) 
and 'here is in his work a vision, a knowledg~. and ar 
inclusiveness that belong to an era of song that is no! 
yet fully wi'h us. 

In Mr. Binns' poetry one gets a feeling that hi! 
aspiration for Freedom, and his wise understandinl 
of even the most eAtreme expressions of the women'l 
struggle in Great Britain and Ireland, are less all 

intellectual proposition than a spiritual necessity 
From scattered phrases we gather that the poet ha! 
(aqld the tyrant in his own nature. He has knowli 
the humiliation of being .. a spirit commanded of ill 
&Sh. " But out of his struggle he has learned tht 
way to Freedom, not the freedom that shirks life, bui 
that puts it in leash to the Will. 

We that build Freedom's body cell by ceO, 
To outlive these our own wben they are gODe 
Into the dust, choose that to labour OD 

Which is most stubborn and intractable :
Our e1emen?i passions that rebel 
Against all governance,-these One by one 
We build into that living Parthenon 
Wherein the spirit of Liberty shall dwelL 
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That is the only sure place of Freedom. 
They only unto Freedom have attained 
In whom it is become more than a cry 
Wherewith the aspiring heart may rrophesy 
Things seen afar: who have the franchise gained 
Of the dumb body that held the soul enchained 
To hungers that it might not satisfy. 

The last two lines give, I believe, a cIue to Mr. 
Binns' thought with regard to his own complex nature, 
and its relationship to the universe. When he sa~ 
sou,, he means the conscious individual, and he 
distinguishes between its life and the liCe of the senses. 
He has no quarrel with the senses as such, but he 
observes their tendency to enchain or weaken the 
will that is the instrument of the soul, and he. has 
come to the ancient truth that Freedom is only 
attainable in the assertion of the soul's supremacJ 
over the body. fa We ~ave learned" 

From passion drawn asunder how to Oood 
High Heaven with Earth's OWD arc·light, Liberty. 

But the arc-light is simply the human reflection ot 
the Spiritual Sun : it is "the word of God that man 
must say." All struggle, in short. towards Freedom, 
is but a readjustment of earthly things for a fuller 
expression of the Divine. Shelley sings 'of the ., one 
Spirit's plastic stress:' Mr. Binns puts it in more 
modern phraseology in a sonnet entitled" Franchise 
for God." 
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Ye that refuse expression to tbe power 
And passion in our souls, agamst ),ou set 
The spirit of life itself ............... 'til God )"lRouL 
Chaining tbis manhood to your siDy tasks : 
Throngh all your secular debate about 
His solemn service, ye have been afraid 
To give Him franchise, it i. aU He askL 

that was the touchstone by which Mr. Binns tested 
the woman suffrage agitation ; and it is not surprising 
that he found its true perspective, and had the honesty 
to cut down to the root paradox, that only in the 
attainment of Freedom by womanhood will manhood 
attain Freedom from ilself. 

Theirs is the need for franchise whom a blind 
Horror of lust imprisons in the tomb 
Of tbeir own bodies, feadullest the bloom 
Of innocence should tempt it, or tbe kind 
Welcome of beauty. 

There he touched the primal tyranny, from which 
escape is only possible (aod he is speaking of the 
P1asse8 of mankind in the West, not of the little min· 
(Jrity of freed souls) by womanhood acbie\ing power. 

To awaken, not tbe dull possessive beat 
Of passiOn, but its liberating fire 
That looses glory bedded in the clod : 
To free in man the sex-imprisoned God, 
Who only cas be freed bJ your desire 
For a Freedom tbat sball make your own complete. 
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Through this mutual freedom he sees the only way 
to shift 

This ever-heavier legacy of wrong 
Bequeathed by generations of the strong 
Oppressors .... 

And he cries out: 
Now every hour is crying aloud the peed 
For men awakened from their doubt to know. 
Themselves the bugles that to judgment blow: 
For women whose interpid spirits breed 
The passionate faith that is the only seed 
Of promise, DOW the world begins to go 
Mad, with the heady ferment of its woe 
Flown to its brain •••... 

The War may have been the cause of his cry, or it 
may have been its devastating answer. In either case, 
Mr. Binns would be less concerned with the "fmit.. 
of action" than with action itself, for 

There is not any act avails so much 
As this invisible wedding of the will 
Wit h Life, yea though it seem to accomplish nought _ 

The results of action are in good hands.- The main 
thing is that one does one's share; not the dharma 
of another but one's own dharma. He expresses this 
first principle of Freedom, that is, Freedom to make 
one's own mistakes, and not merely to exist second
hand on the virtues of another, in a little poem, 
4' Thwarted," from which I quote these verses : 
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I grudge against the people who 
Loved me, and would not let me do 
The eager mischief that I would, 
Because, tbey said, it was Dot good. 
• • • • • 

And all my spirit was'encased 
In ignorance: I could Dot taste 
The fruit that should have ripened on 
The thwarted deed I bad not done. 
Desire grew sullen that was hot : 
Still though I longed, I did it not : 
Until at last I grew into 
The mischief that I did not do. 

In these lines the poet, though speaking 'of a child', 
experience, is not far from the central evil of aU 
extraneous tyranny. He is not ignorant of the con
ventional fear of the danger of such a doctrine; but 
he knows that the utmost extent of that hypothetical 
danger is a pin point compared with the gig:\ntic 
wrong that is done to the growing soul of humanity 
through the lack of insight and confidence' in the 
indwelling Divinity that oppression shows in standing 
between an individual or a race and its own u
perience : 

Only faith's doubt-dispelling eyes discern 
Life's secret virtue: only they are IDre 
Of the spirit bidden in this dim obscure 
Humanity. Amid the dark they burD 
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Flame-clear, and ever to their brightness turll 
The hungry eyes of the nations, that endure 
The substitutes of statecraft for that pure 
Diet of Freedom after which they yearn. 

After which we may well pray that poets may take 
to politics. 
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The promulgation of the English la"'9 in Ireland in 
the seventeeth century by a Stuart monarch from 
whom much had been hoped by the Iosh people 
because of their religious affinities, brought to an 
official, though not to this day a complete, end the 
legal codes ~f the Brehons, or law makers, that had 
been the polity of the realm for thirteen centuries 
from its approval by saint Patrick, and for untold cen
turies before. That system had included the poet on 
a level with the king: it had been evolved largely 
through the Bardic Order, and in its beginnings it 
had been preserved in verse. 

Under the new regime the poet was dethroned by 
law, not merely because of his ancient legal office, but 
because of his contemporary patriotic influence. But 
a law, in order to be effective, must either be an ex
pression of the consciousness of the race whos 
obedience it demands, or, if imposed from without. 
must have an essential adjustment to the nature, or 
circumstances, or both, of the subjects. The ne .. 
laws in . seventeenth-century Ireland had neither 
qualification, ~ far' as the poets were concerned. 
Officialy the poets had ceased to exisl Actually they 
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struck their roots more deeply than ever into the life' 
of the country. The classicism of the Bardic Schools 
became a matter of history, but the means to expres
sion that were found in the advance of education ~ 
brought poets to birth in every townland. Poetry w,as 
a spiritual necessity of the race, and spiritual necessity, 
will out, in spite of hanging and banishment. 

The first rigours of the attempt to stamp out the 
National idea in Ireland were followed by an outburst 
of love poetry ; but the poetry had a strange smack of 
impersonality. It was ardent in the highest degree. 
It breathed immense devotion. Yet, as time went on, 
a wide-awake observer must have suffered sOlpe 
bewilderment at a growing sense of restriction and' 
redundancy in the literary expression of a people w'hose 
poetry heretofore had been characterised by elabo
ratene!)s in thought and subject as well as in technique. 
Was it a sign of decay that so many poets sang of 
walking out and meeting a maiden who won their 
devotion; or, by way of variety, saw the ,maiden in 3. 

vision? Indeed, was there not something scandalousl, 
inconsistent with their breathings of almost unearthly 
affection, in the fact that a lady called Maureen Ni 
Cullinan had received the simultaneous devotion ot 
half a dozen different poets? Was she the kind of 
person to win and hold the love of a respectable 
citizen? 
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The fact has to be frankly admitted that Mauree Ni 
-Cullinan did receive this devotion. It must abo be 
-owned that the devotion of !he poets was proof positive 
.that they were not respectable citizens : they were 
-outlaws, made so by the very act of devotion; for 
Maureen Ni Cullinan, and Sheila Ni Gara, and 
Kathleen Ni Houlihan, were names for Ireland. It 
was a crime by the law of the invader for anyone, pod 
-or otherwise, to sing their love of their land. It wa..'l 
worse than a crime in the hearts ot the poets "0' to 
sing of her. The sequel is a vibrant example of a 
qui,ck-witted people fulfilling the first law of nature, 
self-preservation, in both the outer and inner life, by a 
·single operation. The poets adapted themselves to the 
-circumstances in which they found themselves, and at 
.the same time passed on a heritage of patriotic poetry 
. .in symbolic form that is to-day the inspiration of lovers 
-of Freedom everywhere. 

When the necessity for dissimulation passed away, 
..the method, rendered sacred by the memory of suffer
ing and devotion, remained a precious tradition, and 
persisted into and through the eighteenth century, side 
by side with the frank Jacobite songs that were struck 
.from the Irish harp. 

The eighteenth century, removed a sufficient distance 
in time and emotion from the keen disappointment 
.ihat followed the ·high hopes evoked by the new 
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dynasty, found Ireland and her poets on the side of the
Stuarts. Kathleen Ni Houlihan and King Shamus 
(J ames II) ran each other close for first place in the 
honours of song. A curious and illuminating difference
is, however, noticeable. The songs to Ireland, under 
any of her symbolical names, are expressive of pure 
love o(country : the songs in honour of James are
divided between a patriotic hope and a religious 
enthusiasm. The division between Catholic and 
Protest,mt that had come a century before out of the 
long struggle against the foreigner, at his instigation. 
and subject to his set plan of I. divide and conquer," 
was now not secondary but primary. Politically 
speaking, there was hardly a hair's difference for or 
against the two kings, William III of Orange and 
James II of England, who fought an English battle 
on Irish soil for a crown that covered Ireland and 
had no intention of uncovering it. The Irish 
people had fared little worse under Elizabath than 
under Mary, and no _better under the Stuarts. But. 
James II was a Catholic king at war with a Protestant 
Dutchman. That fact was enough. The sword of 
Ireland was put into the ineffective hands of James 
when he Bed from England to Ireland. The hope 
of Ireland went with him when he Bed defeated from 
Ireland to France; and the poets sang of a comin~ 
day, when 
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From tyrannous men our temples then aU free 
shall rise, 

And the Pope of God will bless our lod, and still 
our sighs; 

And right and might rule day and Di~ht in Erin's 
isle; 

And we shall sing to our exiled King glad bymn. 
the while. 

The favour in which the Stua~ts wert: held has it" 
.counterpart in the poetry of the period. not so much in 
-denunciation of William of Orange as in a particula
rised criticism of the English •• planters," who were 
settled on the land in disposse:.slOn of the •• rebel " 
Irish. The language of the settlers seems to have given 
much offence to the fine ears that had been reared on 
-the Bardic subtleties of interlinear as well as terminal 
rhymes. and on alliteration and assonance. A Munster 
poet, who was also by way of occupation a publican, 
sa~es ,. the churls of the dismal tongue," and again 
refers to the settlers as •• the sullen tribe of the dreary 
.tongue." While some proportion of the uncompli
mentary opinion may be assignci:l to the hosWe situa
.tion of critic and critIcised, that situation cannot be 
regarded as the sole basis of the opinion of either 
.the speech or the speaker. The poet and his 
fellows were good judges of language. The tongue 
of Virgil and his works were familiar not only to the 
poets, butlto the peasantry, through the educational 
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and classical enthusiasm of the "hedge-school
masters" who had arisen when education was official
Jy denied to the Irish, as ., Sheila Ni Gara " had arisen 
when II Ireland ., was banned in song. English was 
so widely spoken that one poet, Timothy Q'Sulli\Tan, 
was nick-named " The Gaelic" because he knew no 
English. He had' begun his career as a singer of 
amatory song in his native tongue. and ended his life 
as the author of A Pious Miscellany-a poetical 
atonement I 

It is possible. however, that the poor opinion of the 
English speech was based on something more than' 
technical considerations. The speakers of the Eng
lish speech were as much to blame as the speech itself. 
They came as adventurers in search of mateiial 
welfare. They settled amongst a people who felt the 
.call of .. the Star of Knowledge," as a Connacht poet 
bas it. They had left their own culture, such· as it 
was, behind them : and the insecurity of a tenure 
based on force gave them little encouragement to 
partake of the culture of their neighbours. if they had 
a mind to. 1'0 the Irish, with thell' genius for hospi
tality, even at the expense of pnnciple, the Williamites 
appeared as a II sullen tribe." To the scholars and 
poets they presented a low type of intelligencej 
4' dunces" they were called by Andrew MacGrath , 
4' the . merry pedlar," a confirmed drunkard, and a 
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classical scholar; but perhaps the most bitter bunt 
levelled at them from the Irish point of view was in 
the line II They have no soul except for gain." That 
criticism comes right out of the heart of the race, a~d' 
lights up the whole of Irish history : it links up the. 
eighteenth century poet ot the people with the sixth 
century Prince Cellach, who, on bemg prevailed upon 
for public reasons to resign his student life at 
the monastic school of Clonmacnoise in order to bke 
the crown, lamented thus : 

Woe to bim who leaveth lore 
For the red world'. art or ore. 

To others be the II gaining of the whole world"; to 
Katheen Ni 'Houlihan the keeping of her own soul. 
Let the Williamites tum the soil for gold. Much good. 
may it do them. The wild-flower bordered little road 
with the golden sunset at the end of it will suffice the 
poet for song ; and the poetry of the period, like that 
of all preceding period&, is rich in natural allusions 
that mdicate the deepest intimacy with the life of earth 
and water and sky. 

The bards and ballad makers are still singing in 
Ireland; and it looks as if once again their song would 
have to put on the mask of love for a mysterious 
woman. The following sentences are taken from a. 
letter by Mr. T. M. Healy, one of.the oldest, and best· 
known members of the Irish Parliamentary Party. in 
October 1918, and published in the public press. 
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Moved by the sentence of two years' hard labour 
dnHicted by a court-martial on a poor actor who, in some 
hamlet, Bang two Irish songs (long previously sung and 
published without objection), I wrote to a recent 
.amnesty meeting pointing. out that an effeotive protest 
agai nst victimisation of that kind would be the election 
·of such convicts to Parliament. I offered to make my 
seat available for su<!h a choice .•• Having served thirty
-eight years in Parliament, I should perhaps make it 
dear that my resignation is not due to weariness, or 
sloth, or even doubt. 

On November 28,1918, when the .. poor actor" 
bad served two months out of his two years' imprison
ment for singing two Irish spngs (one song-one year). 
Robert Bridges, in celebration of the ending of the 
'Great War, sang: 

The good God bless tbis day, 
And we for ever and aye 
Keep our love living, 
Till all men 'neath heaven's dome 
Sing Freedom's Harvest-home 
In one Thanksgiving I 

To which every lover of Freedom will say" Amen" 
and yet wonder whether the poet laureate to the 
government that puts an actor in gaol for singing 
songs of his native land, has felt the pressure of the 
true Footsteps of Freedom; or whether the Freedom of 
which he sings is capable of the paraphrase-" I grant 
you perfect Freedom to do what 1 allow you to do." 

But the Footsteps of Freedom move on. 
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THE LIMITS OF BROTHERHOOD 

The following sonnet byG. Egremont is from 
the London Labour Newspaper, The Herald: 

Let us be men, my brothers; men are more 
Than nations. Brotherhood's once-loosened tide 
Shall sweep away all barriers that divide 
Mankind; "they may be one"-can we not soar 
To this? Through stygian darkness of the hoar 
Past cen turies, touch of each was lost; in wide 
Emergence into Dawn, shake hands I beside 
The pale no longer cur-like snarl; t\le door 
Of Love lies open i enter: rase for aye" 
Tbe savage's blood· pricked contines;.patriots then 
Of one vast realm where brother lights the way 
For brother, with no crown on earth again 
But His the Omnipotent King of Glory, say, 
Shall this be so? not Datiopsj no I but Men. 

"' The question that naturally comes to one's lips is : 
.. Would not a few women be useful?" The question. 
exposes the one-sidedness of the thought of the sonnet. 
Very probably the writer of it IS a suffragist who has 
not yet found a way out of the limitations of a 
language that has teen brought up only bfits father. 
In this respect speech may be a trouble to an expand
ing consciousness, but thought will ult!mately mould 
speech to its needs. To the sonneteer, this linguis~c 
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masculinity may mean little or nothing : but words 
have a curious way of influencing one's attitude ~hen 
one is not looking J and as the majority of mankind do 
not often take the trouble to Jook or listen, in the deeper 
sense of these operations, it is incumbent on those who 
possess the dangerous responsibility of utterance, to be 
constantly on th~ watch against verbal fog and mud. 
It is bad enough to use speech for the transmission of 
false thought, but a falsity that is alive will carry a 
challenge with it, and stimulate contradiction: it is 
something less than worthy of intelligent beings to put 
their necks inJo the noose of a word or a phrase, and 
allow their heads and all that they contain to be 
dragged through narrow ways of expression that must 
ultimately lead to narrow ways of thought and action 
unless the temptation of acquiescence is broken. 

The author of the foregoing sonnet is probably in 
the latter danger as regards his idea of Brotherhood. 

: The word itself shares the disability of a one-sexed 
language; bUt for the present it may pass as a tenD for 
comradeship. His danger lies in giving too widI an 
interpretation to its operation. II Brotherhood's once 
loosened tide," he says, It shall sweep away all barriers 
that divid: mankind". He asks:" Can we not soar to 
this?" If we did, we should not be human beings, 
but birds. That is just the point. The first concern 
of brbtherhood is with men and women in the contacts 
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()f daily life on the sw-faoe of the earth •. Broth~hood 
.in a room of a society, or in the deeper region of 
spiritual affinity, is a quite easy matter, and may 
become a sentimentality. Brotherhood in practice is 
;another thing. It comes up against a chevau de Jriu 
·of individual wills and temperaments. 

What are we going to do with these personal 
-distinctions? There is a type of . "brotherhood" that 
regards differences of habits and language as "barriers." 
Such a type of brotherhood has something of the 

-outlook of the merchant who wanted to break down 
barriers between nations, and strongly insisted that all 

. stupid foreigners should be made to learn English. 
The term barriet', needs watching. The ordinary 

·use of the term applies to something erected to keep 
people from a proscribed area; but the things that are 
referred to as barriers between nations are mainly 
.those distinctive features that each nation has evolved, 
not to close itself in, but to let itself out by way of 
,expr~on. To ask a nation to pull down these -'bar-. 
riers" is like asking the members of a family to slough 
their skins so that the barriers of featw-e and comple
xion may not stand in the way of their anatomical 
'Wlity. 

True Brotherhood sees the essential unity in ~e 
spiritual natw-e, but it recognises the essential diversity 
-of the physical and mental natw-e, and would give 
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these free scope without extraneous dictation,in the reh
gions, arts and Social organisation of natural groupings 
of hUinan beings; because it sees that only through the
full development of individual characteristics can the 
essential condition of ultimate comradeship be found
and that condition is freedom, freedom that ignores. 
baniersrthat does not break them d,?wn, and &()ae> 
centuate them, but walks through them; and so makes. 
them cc>operativemeans to the great end. 



NATIONALISM AND INTERNATIONALISM 

Some time ago, in a Itcture at University College, 
London, Professor J. H. Morgan saw in the modem 
creation of Dominion armies a factor which would 
exercise a profound influence on the destinies of the' 
British Empire. Great as the claims of the various. 
units were before the War, they would be, he consider
ed, infinitely greater after it. Britain had risen to being 
a great Asiatic power in its control of India. It was 
under treaty obligations to another Asiatic power,. 
Japan. How, he asks, can Britain reconcile her 
relationships with these powe!S and the anti-Asiatic. 
policy of the Dominions ? 

The anomaly cannot be reconciled, and Prof. 
Morgan makes no attempt to do so. He pedorms the 
better work of considering how the Imperial units may· 
be so unified that such areas of guilt may disappear 
f rom the Imperial conscience. He has little faith in 
an Imperial Federal Parliament, as no numerical basis. 
of representation could be found that would adequate
ly represent the claims of the Imperial Government in 
such a Parliatb.enl 

This want of faith is, however, due to the arithmetic 
of a speculative calculation being coloured white. It 
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rdoes not appear to have come home to Prof. Morgan 
,fully that there is no colour bar in principles, and that 
,the motto of "Taxation without representation is 
~tyranny" does not stop with £. s. d:, but works equal
:ly in rupees, annas and pies. 

Prof. Morgan decides, therefore, against a Federal 
Parliament. He holds that the 'Imperial Polity must 

1,e found in a development of the executive side, rather 
.than of the legislative side, and he suggests a Federal 
Executive Council. 

But the important discovery of Prof. Morgan
,important to him, though a commonplace with politi. 
-cal thinkers for a qu;rter of a century-is that Inter
nationalism of the kind dreamt of by politicians is gone, 
.and in Its stead the spirit of Nationality has begun to 
'incarnate with new power and meaning. 

This is quite true. Its reasOn is that the Internation
:alism dreamt of was not real Internationalism in any 
sense, but a projected commercial bUCkling up of big 
·Political trusts, each of which could not fully trust its 
-confederate, suice all had equally bad consciences as 
Tegards their domestic affairs both in relation to their 
own "free·bom" industrial slaves, and their treatment 
of certain "rebel" or "subject" areas. The (olema
iionalism that will be worthy of contemplation will be 
found in a spiritual cOmradeship, a free give-and-take 
in the things that matter, not in questions of barter 
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and buying and selling. The near attainment of the 
ideal may have been shattered by the proposed exc1u. 
sion of the Teutonic peoples from the cir~e of the 
civilised nations. But that phase will pass, and the 
-ideal of -Internationalism will re-emerge with, it is to 
be hoped, some apprehension of the truth that the 
great essential step to it is the complete attainment of 
free Nationality. Prof. Morgan regards the latter as 
an alternative to Internationalism: in truth Nationality 
is father and mother of true Internationalism. 

The spurious Internationalism of trade and com
merce can be no more than an unstable confederacy 
of jealousy and selfishness; but the development of 
the National ideal, on a basis of freedom in co.opera
tion, such as, we earnestly trust the proposed League 
of Nations will take in hand, would reduce the piratical 
·element in human affairs to a minimum, or totally 
.eliminate it, and enable the nations to unite their 
,forces in that open and honest atmosphere of unsel
fishness in which alone can be found stability and 
-continuity and an open road to the attainment of true 
.and complete human comradeship. 
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To. those to whom the activities of ~umanity 
appear, not as unrelated happeOlngs with as little con
nection as the. Jews and Samaritans of old, but as 
superficially diverse though essentially connected parts 
of a vast plan whose impulse is from the inner realm 
of things, certain utterances by two great English pub
licists on the subject of Imperial affairs after the War 
must have been read with special consolation. Lord 
Rosebery and Lord Milner, two men in the front rank 
of British statesmanship, have made pronouncements 
which give one the hope of a post-war reconstruction 
that will go far towards making peace permanent. 

. In a speech as Chancellor of London Universityp 
Lord Rosebery, once Prime Minister of England, 
reverted to the Imperial. Federation League, founded. 
:some. forty years ago, and gave voice to the following. 
striking sentence : ''Our constitution is, after all, in the 
technical sense, a mere ruin •. There are so many 
breaches in the walls that there is ample opportunity 
for rebuilding when we can find the architect." His 
vision, however, was not limited to the British Consti
tution as it emerged· and diverged from the Charter of 
Runnymede. After the War, there will appear, in 
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Lord Rosebery's opinion, nothing less than the "gi
gantic task of re-organising the British Empire". As 
a preliminary step and as a salublry purgation of a 
national bad conscience, Lord Rosebery, speaking for 
England, admitted, I4We have not hitherto been 
very elastic in our constitutional dealings," and stated, 
we shall have to clean a good deal off the slate before 
"W~ begin to write the new organisation of the Empire 
upon it" Lord Rosebery further remarked that, con
trary to his opinion of former years, he now believed 
that the proposals for the formulation of a constitu
tional plan for the Empire should come from 
England. 

Lord Milner, ex-British Consul in . South Africa, in 
the chair at a lecture on the educating of the masses 
in the responsibilities of .l:!:mpire, had, like Lord Rose
bery, to own to a change of view. He had formerly 
thought of the "organic union of the British Empire" 
as a matter of slow growth. but the War had brought 
about CIa heat of feeling in which it was possible to fuse 
metals in a lohort time which, in ordinary circum
stances, might take years to weld." "I believe," he said 
"that very shortly after the end of the War, we shall 
find ourselves face to face with the main problem of 
Imperial organisation, not as an academic question, 
but as an immediate practical question," and he. added 
"it will be forced upon us from the Dominions even if 
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it is not universally raised here." As a preparation for 
whatever may be the event, Lord Milner is keen on 
the education of the English democracy. 

These two utterances, made practically simultane
ously, and presumably without COllusion, are a remark
able testimony to the impacts which are bemg made 
on the western political epidermis by the spirit of 
evolution. Both see that the Bntish Constitution is, to 
all intents and purposes, "closed for alterations and 
repairs ;" and that a revision of the relationships bet. 
ween the various constituents of the British Empire 
and its centre is absolutely necessary. 

So far so good ; but it must be confessed that there 
is not much further ca~se for enthusiasm in the spee
ches under notice. From the point of view of India's 
urgent need for a drastic and sympathetic handling of 
her Vast problems, one can detect in these pronounce
ments the ''red herring"'method, that is, the drawing of a 
minor and false scent across the main trail. One can 
have no objection to England's joining Lord Rosebery 
in a day of Nabonal repentance; but we have a chilly 
fear that if they sit down amongst their sins to a slate
wiping process, it may prove so protracted that the re
pentance JDay become the greatest sin of alL We can 
quite understand the litterateu,. in Lord Rosebery bark
ing back with a sense of gratification to his much spoken 
phra.o;e of' a clean slate'; but we cannot allow th~ 
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fallacy of a figure of speech to militate against the
speedy fulfilment of national and international right. 
Life is not a slate j progress is not a simple matter of a. 
sponge and a piece of chalk : it is more in the nature' 
of a palimpsest with layer upon layer of records. True' 
repentance is not exhibited in wandering through a. 
museum of past sins, but in immediately setting about 
the performance of virtuous action. 

Lord Milner's" red.herring, II -the education of the' 
British masses as a preliminary to dealing with the 
physical, mental and spiritual needs of lands and, 
peoples with whom they have no more vital contact 
than newspapers and missionary anniversaries-is a 
more plausible fish and more false than Lord Rose
bery's. I ts plausibility is based on the now generally
accepted theory that education is the sure bearer of 
light and freedom. Its falsity is in the assumption that 
political education precedes political action. 'I he 
reverse, as every observer of human activity knows, is. 
the case. The Parliament Act, that strangled the House' 
of Lords, did not come as a climax to an educational 
campaign: it came as a necessity to the Liberal Party;, 
and when they had determined to break the power of 
the Lords, Ihen they called for the approval of their' 
supporters. How much education preceded the Act 
that transferred a quarter of a million sterling per' 
annum from the pockets of the British rate-payers to· 
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'those of the members of the House of Commons 1 
We remember that the demand (or wOqlan suffrage 
was met by the cry, Ie Educate the women first j then 
it will be time to consider their demand j" but there 
was no talk of education when an Adult Suffrage Bill 
was fired at the House of Commons, without a whisper 
-of demand in the country, simply to serve party pur. 
poses. The Irish .Home Rule Bill was not the fine 
.Bower of education of the English masses. It was not 
found in the first Liberal Parliament, in which the Irish 
!Vote could be ignored. It made a sudden appearance 
in, the succeeding Parliament when the Irish had 
secured II the balance of power" through the not very 
.heroic fact that LIberals and Conservatives in the 
House of Commons came nearly equal in numbers. 
Jt is postponed sine die by Mr. Lloyd George in the new 
Coalition Parliament because it has ceased to be a 
political shuttle-cock and is now a tragedy. 

We have no objection to the English masses being 
.given a much needed education on the subject of, say. 
I,ndia j but while the football enthusiasts of Lancashire 
are being made wise on a subject in which they have 
Clot a jot of interest, the immense millions of thi~ 

country are groaning under well-nigh intolerable 
burdens of poverty and ignorance that can only be 
lightened by the prompt and direct action of respon
.sible repre3eDtatives who, by lineage and environment 
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are capable of getting at the roots of India's wrongs. 
Lord Milner is quite right : the problem of Imperial 

organisation will be forced upon them from the Domi
nions : in the case of India, if it does not come through 
the rapid growth of political thought, and a sense of 
the responsibility of contributing, to the utmost 
extentoffree ~ational institutions, to the world's good, 
it will come by way of tragic economic necessity. It 
is the pity of pities that British statesmanship has never 
been able to see beyond the end of the party nose, 
until a world catastrophe compelled it through sheer 
fright to undertake the beginnings of common-sense 
National organisation. We trust the measure of 
wisdom that has come out of calamity will be extend
ed to the prompt carrying out of measures to realise 
Lord Milner's ideal of "Empire," "not domination, 
force, or militarism, but the permanent organic union 
of a number of free States to maintain the great human 
ideals that are common to them." 
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THE POUCY OF THE OPEN DOOR 
It is a curious feature of human relationships that, 

as they take wider and wider sweeps, and embrclce 
within their sphere larger and larger congeries of 
human beings and human interests, they adopt certain 
methods of action,which they tenn policies, and call 
them by 'figures of speech. 

Thus, when the industrial nations of Europe began 
10 find that the continual manufacture of articles (not 
for use as the demand arose, but for sale as an appetite 
for them was artificially developed) began to overtake 
and . ultimately to out-di&tmce the use for them, the 
more enterprising spirits among the commercial classes 
began to study Geography, and to "think Imperially 0' 
as the late Joseph Chamberlain put it. Then they lit 
upon 1he blessed phrase, ·'the open door ". It sounded 
expansive, go-aheadish, airy : it spe1t adventure, civilisa
tion and-profits. The ~olicy oj the ope" door became 
a European mantram. 

An excellent policy: the very sum-total of pure de
mocratic thought I But all policies, like all doors, bear 
the limitations of their heredity and environment. The 
doors in Japan, China, India, Timbuktoo and else
where, which were visualised by the Imperial thinkers 
of the West, had-or must be made to have-the 
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.common peculiarity of opening inwards ; and each 
was to have behind it the genius of the aforesaid 
places, smilingly bowing a welcome to the products 
,of civilisation. 

To drop from metaphor, it has been a noted feature 
·of the development of western commercial activity, 
that its aggressive jiide has regarded the whole world 
.as a potential market. "Uncivilised" countries, such 
as India, were to be taught the blessings of Bruni
magem ware and Manchester shoddy . 
• If, by any chance, in performing the highly desirable 

function of ··paying for the goods" the uncivilised per
·sons were foolish enough to suggest that there were 
certain economic reasons wby the door should open 
both ways; that purchase requires cash, and cash 
reqUires an outlet for the labour of the person wbo has 
to pay j and that mutual trading calls for a co-ordina
tion of values j then the policy of the open-door, like 
.a current of electricity, discovered its induced current, 
and the policy oj the shut mouth was acted upon though 
not sung about. It worked, and works, roughly this 
way: "We favour you with the results of the labours 
·of our workmen : their upkeep, their tobacco. their 
.drink, their sports. are part of the price you have to 
pay. We buy your wheat because it i~ cheap. Let us 
have po talk of better prices. What do you "natiyes', 
want with civilised prices? You do not drink, or 
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smoke ; you are indecent enough not to wear clothes : 
these things are all part of the price we are not going 
to pay you-so shut up." 

It may be true, as the old saying has it, that" A 
shut mouth makes a wise head," but an involuntarily 
shut mouth may be other than a thing of wisdom to 
either the shutter or the shuttee. Activity that is 
allowed to express itself in thought and speech and 
reasonable deed, is not likely, in following the necessity 
of utterance, to seek subterranean and dangerous ways. 
Unfortunately, considerations such as these do ~l 
generally come within the sphere of practical politics 
or of aggressive commercialism. To talk of the 
universal law of reciprocity, or to state that, though 
Darwin was born in England, the law of evolution is 
not necessarily an exclusive product of the temperate 
zone, is to •• talk metaphysics." The plain relationship 
between East and West is that the East must rest 
oontent to be 'developed' (which some translate by the 
nasty word exploited) entirely for its own good, by the 
West I 

We do not deny that this method has its merits. 
Its very existence is, to the Indian mind, with its vision 
of an orderly universe, its justification. But what may 
be justifiable at one period of a oountry'. history, 
may not-indeed, cannot-be justifiable at a later 
period ; and any a~mpt on its part to persist beyond 
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its use will bring into activity an equally justifiable 
attempt to modify it, or to get rid of it. The law of 
progress is the law of life ; but the progress must be 
all-round. Any effort by one group of humanity to 
stand in the way of another's progress it; a sign that 
the transgressor is on the way to falling out of the 
procession. 

The catch-words of any corporate action are only 
saf~ when they are guided and checked by constant 
reference to some great principle ; and one of the most 
important of the principles which should govern the 
relationships between individuals and nations, is that 
which Professor Vaswani. M.A., casually enunciated in 
a college debate at Patiala, on Science and Art : "Self~ 
-expression, which is the source of all literature, is a 
primal instinct of human nature." 

This is a simple truth, clear open to all who have 
kept an eye on things around them. But like all truths, 
its ramifications run far beyond the anticipation of the 
utterer. What is a primal instinct in human nature,is 
a primal factor also in its great groupings of races, 
nations, countries. ,. No man," said Charles Stewart 
Parnell, .. can set bounds to a nation's advance." 
Within the nation the opportunity for self-expression 
must be given fully to all, men and women equally j it 
must be given in education, and must involve the 
freedom of the teacher to attain to his and her own 
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self-expression by active participation in the earnest 
movements of humariity. 

Between nations the same ptinciple must apply. 
The India of to .. day demands expression. Its imme .. 
morial . treasures of philosophy, science and art are 
urging forward for chances to spend and be /lpent: 
they seek an open door for human betlennent. The 
national consciousness is translating irs age-long vision 
of the path to perfection into modem terms ; and .the 
translation demands the ope" mouth of publication in 
her laws and institutions, no less than In her individual 
sanctified lives and her peerless literature. 



THE SCIENCE AND ART OF CO-OPERATION 

It is the ordinary experience of human history that 
new phases in the evolution of the social organism go 
through a cycle. beginning with an enthusiasti<: revolt 
occasioned by some physical or spiritual neces..'1ity, 
passing on to a settled responsibility with enthusiasm 
confined to annual reports and revolt grown less than 
respectable. and ending either in a rupture of re.
adjustment to some new life impulse, or in oblivion as 
a fixed part of the ordinary life of the day, according 
as the principles that were evoked ill the first enthusiasm 
are or al."e not kept in ~he forefront of the thought and 
action of the followers of the movement. 

I am not old enough to remember the beginnings of 
the modern co-operative :novement in the West, but 
from my reading of the utterances of its promoters 
and the records of its early years, and from direct 
participation in its later tendencies in the North of 
~ngland. I have had the feeling forced upon me that 
co-operation, in England at any rate. has rome to the 
time when it has got to choose whether it will be num
bered among the lost causes or the eternal verities. 

There is numerical growth and power. I have seen 
a photograph of a street blocked with persons anxious 
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to spend money in a new co-operative shop; but there 
was about it an air of struggle to add to dividends, that 
obscured ideals. On the surface there is a certain 
kind of enthusiaSm, but it does not seem to get beyond 
the kitchen ceiling. It keeps mainly to the surface, 
and is less' concerned than formerly in digging for the 
root ideas that are the inspiration of any true evolution
ary movement and the assurance of its continuity and 
real success : it seems to look less for eternal principles 
than for quarterly interest, and to be moving away from 
the region of ideal and struggle where nothing fails 
like merely material success. 

The English co-operative movement is tD-day, as it 
has been from the beginning, a trading movement; 
but it appears to me that the development of social 
thought is heading in the direction of making the 
movement's future depend on whethf'r it is content to 
remain a purely trading movement, with little or noth
ing to distinguish it from an ordinary capitalist 

. organisation save a larger number of smaller share
bolders, or whether itwill busy itself with great human 
ideals, and adjust the details of its organisation to them. 
The immediate and obviou'i activity of the English 
CQ-operative movement is the manufacture and distri
,bution of essential commodities of life among its 
members. But the immediate and obvious thing is 
seldom the reat thiDg, as the body of, an individual 
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is not by any means the whole individual. 
No thing is as great as its real self. Co-operation is 
infinitely greater than mere trading, though, in the 
present stage of human development, there cannot be 
co.operation without trading, unless it be simple credit 
co· operation that is the most prevalent feature in India, 
and that is a mere rudiment of co-operative possibilities' 
Unles"" however, I am a very poor reader of the social 
barometer, it will not be long before many enthusiastic 
young minds in India will take up the work of co· 
operation, first in purchase and later in production; 
and I purpose krestalling the practice with a 
short presentation of principles-the Science and Art 
Df Co-operation. 

The first principle of co· operation is involved in its 
first syllable-co. The aim of co-operation, cannot, if 
it is co.operation, mean only the good of co·operators. 
Ostensibly, and rightly, mutual good is the pretext 
for co.operation of any kind ; but no individual can 
enjoy a good thing alone : it must radiate to others. 
The operation of life, if it was capable of being limited 
to competition, would end in chaos. But the inter
dependence of all things puts a natural terminus to 
extremes, or, rather, rounds them back on one another. 
Co·operation as a principle has to have recourse to 
competition as an aid : competition as a social method 
has to fall back on co-operation amongst its own 
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adberentJ ""hen it has the need to fight for its own ends. 
The point to realise is that progress is along the line of 
reducing. competition and accentuating the to of the 
operation. Th~ operation is \Yithout limit to its extent 
and number just because of the ,,, ; and the aim of 
humanitarian reform, as expressed in the phrase, 
II The greatest good of the greatest number," is only 
an emotional expression of the principle involved in 
the word II coeoperation." It lifts the operation of any 
body of people from the low level of scheming for a 
tomfortable balance sheet for a "Co-operative Societyp 
Limited," to the In<;piring attitude of· working for the 
enrichment of II Humanity Unlimited." 

It has sometimes been urged that the growth of the
co-Operative spirit would mean the diminution of the 
healthy and energising influence of competition, and 
for this reason the competitive social system is alleged 
to be the most likely to make for human progress.. 
This notion, which is quite false, is due to the identify
ing of annpetition with the ",",petilivI $J)14m. But 
they are not similars : they are antitheses. The essence 
of tDfflPelilfOll is fairness, II playing the game," the
equalising of conditions by the handicapping of the 
strong", 90 as to demonstrate superionty in true pro. 

. portion, . The essence ot the CDmpetllivI system is to 

tnake the strong stronger and the weak weaker. It 
bandicaps those lea;t qualified, . and so tends to widen. 
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the gulf between groups of humanity, with the resultant 
evils of tyranny through purse-power, and slavery with 
the name of freedom on its lips. It is the aim of co-
operation to give all the best chance, and if in the 
course of its progress a few must bear temporary loss, 
it must not allow any sentimentality to obscure the, 
view of the fact that its end must surely be the per-
manent good of the many. 

The English co-operative movement is at present 
engaged chiefly in purchase and exchange, and this 
element is certain to come largely into co-operative
development in India. Co-operation in exchange is, 
however, a mere side issue: It must never be allowed 
to predominate in any country_ The gibe of Napoleon 
that England was a nation of shop-keepers was 00' 

more true in his time than it is to-day. No nation can 
be a nation of shop-keepers. The commodities that 
the shop-keeper can distribute in a day require many 
months to produce. lie ttlay pass a hundred-weight 
of rice across his door in ten minutes, but seed. 
time and harvest have gone to its making. The' 
scientific fact is that the producing power of a nation 
must always be by far the most prominent. l!:ven: 
today, while England boasts of its manufacturing. 
industry, and has become "the workshop of the
Allies," it is yet predOminantly agricultural. A nation 
of shop. keepers would be a nation of slaves, dependent 
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-upon the grace of producers outside itself, and hence 
accentuating the conditions of enforced dependence 

-which make for poverty within the nation, and 
·<>bsequiousness, insincerity, friction between itself and 
-other nations. ~xchange is necessary; but the 
..elaboration of mere exchange beyond exact nec~ity 
leads to impoverishment, and this is why co-operation 
seeks to eliminate the unnecessary middleman, who 

. stands between producer and consumer, enriching 
;himseIf with the diminished proceeds of the producer 
.and the increased expenditure of the consumer. 

Co-operation, therefore, in order to.ful61 its ideals, 
,must carry its principles into agriculture, after the 
'manner ot the Irish Agricultural Organisation Society. 
In the work of that organisation, the science of 
<o-oper:ltion is fully worked oul It puts the transit 
.department in its proper place as servant of producer 
.and consumer, and it sees the ideal of organisation as 
not merely to secure cheapness through efficiency, but 
to better the conditions of life in accordance with the 

.expanding and ascending needs of an evolving humani-
1y. In such a view, the objective of co-operation must 
.naturally be the earth. from which alone real and nc:w 
wealth can be produced. The encouragement of 
.manufacturing industry must be kc:pt to the supplying 
.of needs. not their creation. The centrifll2a1 force of· 
:feverish industrialism in Europe, with its urgent 
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necetisity to" find markets," or make them, is now' 
seen in all its horror as the origm of the anti-co-opera
tive struggle on the battlefields of Europe. The' 
demand of the future will be for the reduction of 
artificial labour, thereby breaking up the great econo
mic·fever areas, and spreading labour out over the
land to the infinitt! good of the people in health and, 
equitably distributed wealth. 

Let us now turn from the Science of Co-operation to. 
its application in practice j in short, to the Art of Co
operation. 

The first rule of action of the true co-operator is· 
the adjustment of his or her condlict, in every aspect. 
towards the attainment of .. the greatest good of the 
greatest number" of human beings. I have already 
shown that this attitude is inherent in the word co
operation. Any other repudiates the co. 

With t~is rule in mind we observe that, whatever 
distinctions we may make as to capital and labour,. 
workers and directors of work, producers, and consu
mers who produce nothing, all are users, and in Using. 
can aid in the attainment of the co-operative ideal. 

In its lowest application, that is, in the combining to 
purchase direct from an organisatiCln that identifies the 
interests of the middleman with the user (and also· 
with the producer where the organisation makes its own· 
articles) and therefore does away with a class in the 
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-community that is at war with both produc~r and 
consumer, a long step is taken towards the spreading 

"Of the value of things more evenly over a wider area. 
This obviously must exercise a beneficent inBuence on 
human relationships, since much, indeed most, of the 
. troubles that beset any oommunity take their rise in 
-the inequalities that at bottom are simply eoonomical. 

A further step is the using of home products to the 
utmost possi ble extent. On the surface this practice 

,exhibits the paradoxical element that runs through 'all 
the relationships of existence in circumstances that 
must always show the contrariety of $elf operating 

.against-or, rather; viewed more deeply, operating 
with-the urge to Wlity. It is quite easy to level the 
charge of exclusiveness against this phase of practical 
co-operation; but an apparent ~xclusivc:ness that has 
forits aim, and is an essential instrument towards, 

·a greater inclusiveness ~n the present oonstitution 
of society admits, is aquite different thing from the 
..economic cast, system whose inevitable tendency is 
towards maiPog wider gulfs between the workers of 
llumanity and the vast army of non-productive persons 
"Wbo are artificially ereated as a charge on the com
munity through the .. bsence of the <x>-operative 
,method. 

The mst. effect of a UQiversaJ resolution to use 
.;>.redominantly haOle produc~particularly in Britain 
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and other manufactunng cOWltries-would be an 
increase in agricultural pursuits in the production of 
foods at present purchased abroad, and an increase in 
allied indu~tries dealing with agricultural bye-products. 
Many more people would be employed in healthy and 
remunerative work, and national wealth would be 
~normously increased. 

But there is a wider effect in view. It is plam that 
where a country reduces to a minimum its enforced 
dependence on other countries, it is also reducing to a 
minimum the elements in international life that make 
for conflict. Whatever sentiments of a racial or 
humanitarian character are exalted as war-cries, and 
whatever justification such sentiments may possess 
for the defenSive side in a conflict, at the root of 
the matter there is the simple brutal fact that false 
commercial needs, arising out of an anti.co..operative 
social organisation, impel towards exploitation and the 
finding of markets. People with some share of 
imagination who realised the true Spirit of trade expan
sion in Europe, saw that a collision of seltishness was 
sure to come, unless through some miracle of ioterposj,. 
tion the heart of humanity was touched with wilidom. 
A detail of this phase of the "ubject is that the reduction 
of dependence on outside sources means also the 
~uction of o\lecseas transit and the naval p[l()~ction 

of trade routes. In such circumstanoes an outbreak.()f 
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war would hardly touch the necessities of life, and 
would almost entirely become simply an inconvenience 
to the travelling public : but, indeed, in Buch CU"cum
stances the contingency of War would be the remotest 
possi~i1ity, since its primary cause, economic greed, 
would have been removed. 

There has been much talk in Britain of the capture of 
German trade. If that means the swelling of industrial 
activities, and the turther decrease of agricultural 
activities, 1t may well be the capture of a very white 
elephant that must be fed and housed and clothed from 
still further sources outside the country, thus adding to 
the country's obligation to powers beyond itself, and so 
increasing the danger of starvation in time of COnflict. 
There is one kind of German trade that should be cap
tured by Britain and every other country ; that is, the 
trade in those articles necessary for their own use whicb 
heretofore they obtained abroad, and which can be 
made in the several countnes themselves. 

In addition to the use of home products, the true 
co-operator should also have an eye to those products 
that are least valuable to the nation, and reduce their 
use to a minimum. Here he will come upon some 
interesting problems of personal taste. I knew a 
yoUng man who discovered that the fostering of cattle
raising in Ireiand was one of the influences enforcing 
emigration, and he promptly turned vegetarian. It is, 
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of course, quite obvious, that where land is transferred 
from the raising of crops to the raisiiig of cattle, a 
displacement of labour must take place. One man, 
where catue are simply used for butchery, can attend 
to a herd of hundreds roaming over many acres of 
land : the same land raising crops would require the 
labour of numerous hands, and would return immen
sely more wealth to the community than pasture
lands. Cattle-rearing after western methods starves the 
worker, and concentrates a smaller share of national 
wealth in fewer master-hands that are degraded to 
participatic n in a brutal ising tyranny over the animal 
creation. 

It is in this connection that the adoption of true co
orerative practice would show its most marked effects. 
The demand for increased quantities of home-grown 
crops, consequent on the dropping of cattle-rearing for 

food, would make an enormous change on the face of 
the earth, but especially in the so-called civilised 
countries that see no contradiction between the senti
ments of liberty and justice, and the practice of a habit 
that imposes agony and hideous death on millions of 
sentient creatures daily, condemns a whole class to an 
occupation fit only for devils, denies human beings 

access to the earth, and drives them into the horrors of 

city slums and unhealthy occupations. 
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The co-operative influence must also be carried into 
political life. Some coooperators in a recent crisis' in 
England declared that co-operation had nothing to do 
with politics. It happened. however, that the circum
stance that drew out this declaration was an attempt by 
a body of co-operative women to influence legislation 
towards the removal of a certain restriction on the 
activity of women in the national life ; and an honest 
facing of the matter shows that the attempt to closure 
the women was simply the coming back to life of the 
old selfish anti-COooperative spirit which can only be 
exorcised by the earnest and unqualified application 
of bueco-operative id~~ 

Co-operation has nothing to do with politics in the 
party sense, but it has everything to do with politics in 
its true sense as the science of good government. The 
War compelled the powers·that-be in most of the 
belligerent countries to become partial .co-operato~ 
The middleman was put in leash in the railways of 
Britain i co-operation took the place of the chaos that 
prevailed in transit I the nationalisation of the rail
ways, which was once held to be a matter of politics, 
has become at least a temporary fact outside politics. 
It is all to \he good that ~metbing of the spirit of c0-

operation has come into the national life even in the 
presence of· fear and danger. It will be better still 
when the leaders of the nations recognise that what· is 
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necessary for the national good in war-time is necessary 
for the national good in peace-time, for peace at the 
present stage of the world's history is also war-the 
perpetual struggle of the masses of humanity to find 
:the bare means of SUbsistence, while everywhere there 
is abundant evidence of enough and to spare if all co.
operated in the work of production and transit, instead 
-of a small proportion of the people being permitted to 
make the essentials of life a matter of barter for mere 
personal gain. 
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It is frequently said of food reformers, by way of 
reproach, that they are always thinking about what 
they eat. Twenty years' experience of fleshless diet on 
my own part, and of association with practically every 
confessed vegetarian in Ireland, and many in Great 
Britain, enables me to say that the truth is quite the 
other way round. Food reformers are not always 
thinking of what they eat ; but they are very frequently 
thinkin~ of what other peoJle eat ' 

But the fact of the matter is, neither food reformers· 
nor flesh-eaters think half enough about what they eat. 
There is much knowledge of food-tables and calories 
abroad in the land; but I am one of those who'would 
quite willingly scrap a good deal of such knowledge 
if thereby the mind might be left freer to apprehend 
clearly some of the unreckoned food values that cannot 
be put under a microscope or symbolised in a graph. 

There is nothing more worthy of our careful thought~ 
as entities in a pbysical world, than food. Whatever 
powers we mayor may not possess as disembodied 
spirits, it is certain that our life on the surface of this 
planet is dependent upon and conditioned by the body. 
Body is the exchange between the buman unit and all 
else. In peace or war, to life in all its activities, as life~ 
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'body is the essential instrument, and. body can only be 
supported by food. 

If, however, body and food are practically synony
mous terms, there is, when we come to look into details, 
an extraordinary difference between the quantity of 
food that we eat and the actual results achieved in body~ 
Take only bread. Suppose that our average daily 
ration of bread for the first thirty-five years of life is 
half a pound. Multiply this by the number of days, 
deduct forty per cent. for unassimilated matter cast 
out of the body; this leaves a total weight of 2,560 Ibs. 
which we have concealed about our persons during 
these years. Out of this we have only succeeded. in 
swelling our eight pounds weight at birth to, say, 150 
lbs. at thirty-five. We have, in short, assimilated in 
bread only, the weight of seventeen grown men or 
women, and all we have to show for it is one body, 
which has been reckoned lately as valued com
merically for its fat, iron, phosphorous, albumen, etc., 
at about twenty five rupees I 

What have we done with the bread we have consum
ed? Where have we put it? We talk of " knocking 
corners off one another "-an excellent salutary opera
tion,always pleasant to the aggressor j but the operation 

, is a metaphorical one; we do not observe the chunks 
falling away j and yet it is perfectly obvious that we 
actually do throwaway the surplusage between what 
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we have assimila~ed up to any point in life, and the 
actual quantity retained and analyzable at that point. 

There must,therefore, be some expulsive power other 
than that of elimination, some atomizer within the 
physical body ; and the unity and continuity of perso
nality, which runs parallel with the phenomenon of 
disintegration, leads us to infer in this expulsive 
entity a greater stability than there is in the body. In 
short, 'We may regard it all an inhabitant of a house. 
or a player on an instrument, or an artificer with a 
cunning tool; and if we do not care to adopt any 
phllosophical, religious or mystical term for its identifi. 
tati.on, it may serve our purpose to call it the supra
body. 

Let us look at the curious relationship that exists 
between the body and what we have called the supra
body. We may symbolise the body as a square. Its 
great b'asic characteristic is the bony framework, the 
skeleton, :lnd its adjuncts. Then comes the cover
ing that gives the sense of physical unity, the tissues 
and muscular system. To these are imparted ~i£e 

through the blood.stream; and all are COoOrdinated 
in action by the nerve-system. 

But that is not an analysis of the whole human 
being. There is an admirable oollection of bodies in 
the antiseptic atmosphere of the crypt of an ancient 
church in Dublin, but we do not look to them for any 
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service in the actual life of to-day. The relatively 
stable entity that built them up, and scattered their 
surplus atoms in life, has retired i it no longer II strikes 
fiery off i" the characteristics of the body are there, but 
the characteristics of the supra-body are absent i there 
is no manifestation of the expulsive entity j which is 
the s~me thing as saying there is no life. 

Now this consideration gives a rational explanation 
of the scientific formula that a food, in order to meet 
the requirements of nature, should be in the proportion 
of 17 parts of body-building material to 83 parts of 
energising material i and the respect which bread has 
been held in from time immemorial, is justified if we 
analyse the proportions of these food elements in the 
quantity which we' have already referred to i for the 
total weight of body-building elements assimilated from 
bread amounts to the weight of three men, and the total 
weight of energising elements amounts to the weight 
of thirteen men, which bears the same relationship as 
17 to S3-say, 1 to 5. 

But the business of this expulsive entity, the supra
body, is not expulsive merely. The atomizing process 
is manifested in a set of characteristics roughly corres
ponding to the characteristics of the physical body. 

First, there is the basic characteristics of Power. 
on which, so to say, we plant our feet and stand 
upright, with the assertion that we are human beings, 
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not logs of felled timber. This characteristic passes 
into the further one. which we may call Energy. 
By its exercise we .mix among our fellows in the 
business of life; and out of that mixing comes the 
inevitable attraction or repulsion that accompanies aU 
human activity, and which we :nay include in the term 
Feeling. Lastly, our expression of these characteristics, 
and also .of the master characteristic of thought and its 
communication to our lello.vs, is the outcome of 
purpose and volition, which we may sum up in the 
term Consciousness. 

Here we have a figure of the «omplete human being. 
I am not here concerned with other and subtler aspects 
of human' nature. My immediate purpose is, by a 
'process of simple thinking, based on common experi
ence, to show the relationship between the purely 
physical body and its manifestations in life, and to 
point out one or two plain morals connected with the 
question of food. 

Food reformers in the West are often met with a 
feeling of resentment for what is regarded as their 
unwarranted interference with the right of an indivi
dual to do what he or she pleases with his or her own 
body. Now even the most superficial grasp of the 
facts which I have brought out will show that such a 
claim to do what one pleases with one's body is entirely 
out of line with the law of life. Even ordinary physi-
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cal necessity requires activity, and activity of any kind 
brings us into relationship with our fellows. To claim 
independence in eating would necessitate isolation and 
inactivity. The result would be, not life, but madness 
in the mind, something like elephantia'sis in the body, 
and a miserable death. Everyone of these powers or 
faculties, or whatever you care to call them, exists and 
develops entirely and only by virtue of out.going. 
Think of anyone of them, and the first step in your 
thought is outward, and takes you into some phase of 
human association, with its necessary code of mutual 
conduct. 

And that is why my mind can never be persuaded 
to regard as complete and satisfying, any presentation 
of food reform that proceeds no further than phy:>ical 
considerations. By ~all means let us have] scientific 
knowledge of the proteins and carbohydrates, and 
their atomic stmcture j but I want to know something 
of their moral character as well. I want to know, not 
less as to how they will build up tissue and make 
energy, but more as to the kind of influence which' 
that tissue and energy will enable me to exert on my 
fellows.' This is the social/unction of food: I have 
made bold to call this social aspect the science of diet
ethics, as distinct from the physical aspect merely, 
which is the science of dietetics. In it we have, 
I believe, the final justification of food reform propa-
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ganda-and also the final test of faith and practice. 
Passing years add to the melancboly list in one's 
acquaintance of those who took up food reform ., for 
the stomach's sake," and afterwards gave'it up for the 
same reason ; bdt [ cannot call up among my friends 
any who. having first apprehended the significance of 
the supra-physical aspect of food, Or climbed to it 
through the physical, went back. 

The social aspect of food reform, or the science of 
diet-ethics, has regard to the question of personal 
economy, not simply with a view to enabling the person 
to have more money 10 !>pend, but to have more 
opportunity for the development of human faculties, 
in balance and happiness, to the furtbest extent of 
their possibilities. In this respect a simple vegetarian 
dietary is normally many times cheaper than a flesh 
dietary. A pound of beef, brown bread and evaporated 
bananas stand related as 57, 150 and' 250 lood units. 

The science of diet-ethics bas regard abo to ~monaI 
heaUh, not only from the point of view of the comfort 
of the person, but also his apparent though incalcul
able influence as a suggestor of disease in others, and a 
centre of disturbance and irritation. The withdraw
al of a single worker from productive or useful 
activity, and the tying up of attendants. ought to be a 

. matter of great concern· to the community. Food 
reformers know that the risk of functional or organic: 
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disease is reduced to a minimum in the eating of non
flesh foods ; and that that minimum is still further 
minimised by excluding mineral and foreign substances. 

In these two aspects, the personal merges into the' 
general, and leads, us to the larger consideration of 
f'lational:economics and national health. Others besides 
myself have presented detailed studies of the agricultural: 
problem in the light of food reform. I shall here only 
offer an impression. The journey by the L.N.W. 
Railway from Liverpool to London is to me like a 
journey with Dante through the Inferno. I know 
nothing more appalling than the human degradation 
on which the industrialism of the first 'half of the 
journey is based ; and I know nothing more pathetic 
than the awful naked solitudes, devoid of man or 
beast, of the second half. England has deserted 
Natur e ; and Nature may ultimately desert her, by 
denying her the only stable wealth-agricultural 
productivity-and the only sound health, that which. 
comes from contact with sun and air and earth. 

What stability of wealth or soundness of health can 
come to a nation that allows a circumstance, such' as· 
I shall now relate, to be possible ? I was travelling to 
a Midland town in England five years ago. I sat in a. 
comer seat of a railway carriage, trying to induce sleep. 
A cattle-dealer entered at a station, and after him an 
inspector of the Royal Society for the Prevention of 
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-Cruelty to Animals. They had both been to a local fait, 
and their conversation, through which I slept soundly 
on the outslde, gave me the follol.\·ing story: A drove of 
fifteen cattle was driven to the fair from a' town 
seventeen miles away. Two of the cattle reached the 
fair in a saleable condition ; thirteen were in a state of 
collapse; one died, and on examination was found to 
be tuberculous allover. Now if the fair had been five 
miles nearer the starting-point of the cattle, their con
dition would not have been disclosed : they would 
probably have been sold; and in a couple of days 
their debility and disease would have been scattered 
through hundreds of English homes I 

Finally, let us observe tnat the law of life compels 
us to give; we cannot otherwise live; and the quality 
of our life, expressed in physical and mental energies, 
in feeling, in tone, in colour, must be influenced 
for good or ill by what we take in. Of itself nothing 
is evil ; the evil, and the responsibility for that evil, 
arises in the exercise of the supra-faculties. When we, 
eating flesh-meat, introduce clogging and irritating 
substances into our systems, that will distort and cloud 
and vitiate our expression among our fellows, and 
carry these undesirable conditions to the supra-bodies 
of our fellows, as theirs are carried to us, then we 
stand as dietetic and diet-dhic sinners; then that which 
IJJ itself is perfectly innocent, is turned into a positive 
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evil. This is the meaning of the profound utterance, 
so dark on a superficial reading, in the Christian. 
scriptures, that it is not that which entereth into a 
man that defiteth him, but that which cometh from 
him. 

As we take, so we give. As we give, so we get 
back. We are not merely building andenergising our 
own bodies j we are building and energising the bodies 
of others j we are ourselves food for millions of unseen 
mouths, and our influence is being immortalised in 
customs, laws and institutions j and the first and last 
word of diet-ethics is that we shall see to it that from 
us shall go forth such elements as will in due time 
build up a balanced and well-nourished body corporate, 
energised without blindness or passion, feeling with 
universality and without self-seeking, thinking with. 
incorruptible honesty. 
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To the Indian who is awake it must be a matter for 
-much cogitation to observe with what tenacity western 
people stick to the inartistic habit of Besh-eating. So 
·deeply has the habit become ingrained in races that 
regard themselves as pioneers of refinement, that a 
II poor heathen Indian" who decides to renounce the 
faith of his fathers is not considered quite safely with· 
in . the new fold until- he has dined on a good beef
steak. 

Yet notwithstanding the prevalent blind following 
·of tile carnivorous habit by the masses of western 
peoples, there is a growing propaganda in favour of a 
return to humanity's natural food, the products of the 
earth. This propaganda has been expedited to an 

·enormous extent by the War. Early in the War the 
Board of Trade issued a leaflet. calling on the people 

·to curtail the use of flesh foods, and practically every 
.newspaper pubJished many columns of instructions as 
to how animal foods might be entirely abolished. The 
vegetarians have taken full advantage of the situation, 
but a certain reserve in their magazines seems to 
suggest a fear that a return to normal conditions will 
:mean a return also to normal bad habits in food. . 
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One hopeful feature of the food teform agitation in 
England is the number of men and women of high 
intellectual attainment who are prepared to write and 
lecture on every ph~e of the question of dietetics; 
and the more deeply the history of reform is gone into, 
the greater is the number of men and women of pre
eminence in literature and the arts in all ages who are 
found to have revolted naturally against flesh-eating. 

Unfortunately, to the general run of humanity, the 
appeal to history is usually regarded as the last en
trenchment of a defeated argument. The fact that the 
great Greek philosopher, Pythagoras, was a vegetarian, 
while it has a certain comfortable appeal to the vanity 
of the converted, who think of him as a brother, is of 
no practical service in a frontal attack on the fortified 
superstition that dead bodies of animals are a factor 
and sign of civilisation. 

It appears necessary, therefore, that the western food
reform movement, if it is to bring the masses into line 
with the majority of the world, must go on providing 
living examples of their beliefs and practices from 
among the leaders of thought and artistic activity. 

The special usefulness of brilliant contempor.uies to 
any reform movement is not merely spectacular: it is 
also aesthetic. It is well to direct humanitarian senti
ment towards the problems of life; but one eye must 
be kept on the sentiment, and the other on the problem, 
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for sentiment is spmetimes adjusted to taste and con
duct, and not always made a spring of action. It is. 
well, also, to evok.e Justice as a basis of human and non
human relationships, but jUSl1ce is not always just, and 
not infrequently weights the scales in favour of habit 
and desire. In short, the appeal to sentiment or 
justice must always be somewhat unstable, because 
these things belong to the region of life where the Bux 
of things is most fell 

To get at the fundamental certainty of an individual, 
we must get as near the soul as possible; and the 
nearest possible is the aesthetic attitude-the charac
teristic response to the appeal of beauty and harmony 
and freedom. By virtue of a tenacious allegiance to 
some intellectual or moral principle, a person may 
achieve a rigid consistency of action; but it is only 
when the hidden artist in each individual is unfolded 
and expressed, that the life of word and act moves in 
the grand repose of inevitability. 

Herein lies the special value to any movement, 
aesthetic or political, in East or West, of contemporary 
supporters who are . distinguished in artistic achieve
ment. They appeal with a directness and conviction 
that overleap the barriers of sense and mind. The 
greater· the artist, the less recourse is there to mere 
oontrovecsy, and the &bore to an intuitive apprehension 
of the beautiful and worthy things in life. The bare 
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fact that George Bernard Shaw is a vegetarian is prob
ably of greater value to the food reform movement 
than a dozen pamphlets from his pen. Argumentation 
may question his scientific data, or reject his hypo. 
theses, but it cannot get behind the one thing that 
matters: that Bernard Shaw, the incomparable artist, 
is a vegetarian because-well, just because he is : be. 
cause, underneath the operations of his phenomenally 
active mind, the fundamental aesthetic attitude of his 
genius made inevitable the banishment from his table 
of the ugly, the inharmonious, the tyrannical. 

There are many more artists ~n the ranks of food 
reform even in the West than are known to the public, 
and the movement is the poorer for th~ reticence. It 
is remarkable that it is the greatest who are not afraid 
to make known their defection from convention: a 
great creator like Tolstoy, a great interpreter of his 
mind in drama like Lydia Yavorska. These and 
others are great in art because they are great in soul. 
They tell us that only they who follow out the art of 
life in fulness of beauty, can fully and greatly live the 
life of art; and in their lives they help towards the 
growing e~ergence, within all men and women, of 
the Divine Artist, who will one day look through 
humanity's eyes upon a world of beauty and freedom 
and peace. 
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In the . history of struggle which is implied in the 
term evolution, we recognise an impulse towards 
mastery, not merely as the driving-force but also as 
the aim of evolution. The impulse towards mastery 
lies behind the evolutionary struggle j the attainment 
.of mastery lies in front of it. In short, evolution is 
fDa5tery~ Atom asserts power over atom j species 
dominates species j kingdom rises against kingdom; 
the " whol~ universe groaneth and travaileth" from 
stage to stage, ever ascending, ever transCend
ing. 

Now this struggle which is the essential condition of 
evolution, is the active state of opposing forces: 
mastery involves the maste,. and the mastered j and 
this dual principle . operates throughout the entire 
domain of nature, physic.lI and metaphysical. Force 
~nd substance, aspiration and 'limitation, positive and 
negative, masculine and feminine, these and a thousand 
other ., opposites" are but the masks and disguises of 
the fundamental two-in-one j localisations of the 
universal, as a number of diseases may be local 
expressions of one root. malady. . 
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It is clear, however, that the balance of power 
must be, to some degree, in favour of the positive 'or 
aggressive element on the field of the evolutionary 
-conflict. Equality, in the strict sense of the term, 
would create a dead-lock. The weakest must go' to 
the wall in order that the fittest may survive j the neck 
<>f the ineffectual is put under the heel of the 
master. 

Now the sum-total of the struggle between the 
.aggressive and repressive factors in the evolutionary 
process, taken at any particular moment in the king
·doms belo w the human, would be expressed in some 
.terms signifying an advance in the development of 
.. physical types. But along with this advance in what 
'we may call ahorizontal direction, there has been a 
simultaneous ela1:tQta.tion of .qualities in what we may 
·call a vertical direction. On the physical foundation 
there has arisen an edifice that is not merely physical ; 
we are cognizant of something which we may term 
.the effect of the edifice, not its bricks and mortar, so to 
speak; something which we recognise as the charac
teristic expression of the man or animal, apart from 
his anatomical structure and biological phenomena. 
The tiny bantam in the farmyard chasing the 
dorking four times his size, is the expression 
of a differentiation of qualities apart from the 
.<differentiation of form, qualities which, in this parti-
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cular case, are dic;plVportionate to the 'physical bulk of 
the rivals. 

Whether this simultaneous horizontal and vertical 
movement is regular or spasmodic, there is, somewhere 
along the line of advance, a point at which automatic 
instinct evolves into consciousness, and again a point 
at which this consciousness becomes self-conscious. 
In the life of the plant we observe automatic obedi
ence to natural laws ; and though we see something. 
like consciousness in the pushing out of feelers in the· 
direction of support, we do not attribute to such an ac
tion the mental activity which is manifested in a dog's
attempt to open a door j nor do we in the life of the 
animal detect any evidence of power to examine its. 

, own mental states, which power is the sign and token 
of sell-consciousness. ::,elf-COnscicusness, so far as we 
can observe, belongs to man alone: he stands upon 
the apex of the pyramid of evolution and cries: U L 
know-and I know that I know." 

It is evident that when this state of consciousness. 
has been attained, 'every further presentation to the. 
consciousness must result in its expansion, strengthen
ing and intensification. To the conscious ego there. 
are only two things in the universe-Usel/ and its not
self j every addition to or modification of the external 
universe (the not-self) which is presented to the con .. 
scious self, causes an adclibon to or modification of 
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that self: knowledge is increased, we say; taste is 
cultivated; the judgment is quickened and made surer; 
atom by atom the individual becomes more individu
alised : seven years hence he may smile at his con
viction of to-day ; he will continue to grow long after 
time has ceased to II add one cubit unto his stature." 

Inasmuch, therefore, as all further progress on the 
part of the conscious individual must be in the direc
tion of further individualization, we may accept it as a 
law that the aim of the evolutionary struggle is the 
achievement of complete individualization of con
sciousness. Where that process may ultimately land 
the race does not here concern us : it is sufficient for 
us now to grasp the fact that such development is 
inevitable ; and it becomes the duty of the conscious 
individual to co-operate with the evolutionary process 
by directing bis efforts towards the elimination from 
his life of everything that is calculated to bind him to 
.things pertaining merely to the horizontal plane of his 
life. since the purpose of those things. so far as he is 
oeoncemed, has been achjeved in the evolution of a 
perfected physical and mental vehicle, and in the 
attainment of se1f-conscious~ess. 

The law of life says Onward I There can be no 
pause : rather does the pace quicken as the conscious
llesS rises : as the tone of life is lifted the vibration 
increases. Yet if we look around and consider the 
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plain facts of life in the light of this truth, we cannot 
help being appalled at the universal Bagrant violation 
of the evolutionary law which not merely obtains as. 
an accidental circumstance, but avowedly as the basis 
of social organization. The necessaries of the bodyp 
external and internal, are made occasion, not for 
harmoniously organized effort towarcb the supplying 
of all men with &'Uch necessaries, but for a chaotic 
scramble of being against being, in order that, by the 
creation of arti6cial values, one may prosper at the ex
pense of another, so that while some are overworked, 
others are starved, and both are withdrawn from the 
real business of lif~to live. In short, , we may state 
It as an incontrovertible fact that less than one-tenth 
of the energy of mankind is bestowed upon the vital 
work of quickening the consciousness. the bulk of its 
energy being spent in work which decentralizes and 
dissipates the consciousness. "Labour not for the 
meat which perisheth i"" .. take . no thought for the 
morrow," are commands which are set at nought in 
almost every relationship of civilized life ; yet they are 
the utterances of a perfect understanding of the con
dition absolutely necessaiy to the advancement of the 
race, namely, the condition' of perfect freedom. There 
must be labour, there must be takiDg of tqoughL But 
it is one thing for the members of a community tG. 
combine in fellowship for,~e pi<x!uction of that which 
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is necessary to their welfare with the minimum of time 
and friction, and it is quite another thing for individual 
to be 'set against individual, and for envy, hatred, and 
malice to be let loose in industrial strife, and in inter
national conflicts, not ont: of which is undertaken for 
the only purpose in the universe which is worthy of 
conscious beings-the uplifting of the consciousness, 
but solely for the establishment of some phase of self
consciousness in relation to the lower strata of deve
lopment from which mankind should be emerging, but 
in which it seems inclined to fossilise itself. Whether 
we recognise it or not, the law is woven'into the very 
tegument of the universe. that the attainment of'the 
evolutionary purpose, the achievement of complete in-' 
dividualization of consciousness, is dependent on the 
attainment of complete individual freedom: any inter
dependence in the relationships of' mankind which is 
not voluntary, but enforced. is in direct opposition to 
the essential condition for the evolutionof conscious
ness, since it leads to struggle on the lower planes of 
man's life, and delays the higher evolution of the in-' 
dividual towards complete consciousness. 

Now this freedom which we have seen to be the 
essential condition for the higher evolution of mankind, 
may be expressed as the attainment of perfect balance 
between the constituent elements of a community such 
as that· described in Plato's Republic. But such 
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balance must first manifest itself in a prepondering 
section of the community. We must recognise the 
necessity of a perf~ social organization for the fullest 
expression of ~e consciousness of humanity in tbo 
future ; but that organization will never come until it 
has first become formulate in ,the aspiration of the in· 
dividual, The life of the individual must be so ordered 
that the exaggeration of an appetite shall not affect 
detrimentally the operation of the reason or the ex· 
pression of affection, since reason and affection are of 
greater value to the community and the individual 
than the, satisfaction of an appetite beyond the limits of 
absolute necessity. Observe, however, that this attain. 
ment of balance and mastery does nut mean the sup· 
p!"e5Sion or eradication of any attribute of the body. 
Our senses are the instruments whereby we draw to us 
the things needful for the sustenance and continuance 
of the race, and they are thus as essential to us as the 
sublimest ideal. But it is characteristic of the senses 
that they pre~, urgently towards their satisfaction-and 
a_little beyond ; and, granted the little beyond, pile up 
an increasing desire which crystallizes into a tyran
nous necessity. From this' increase beyond what is 
absolutely necessary there arises physical derangement 
which reacts on the mind, and ultimately results in the 
impoverishment . of the consciousness. Fortunate it 
would be for the ra~ if this impoverishment of the 
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individual consciousness ended with the individual; 
but it is far otherwise; its effect is felt by those around; 
it is passed as a hereditary disability to posterity; it ex
presses itself in prejudices and false views that react 
upon, and retard the reformation of, institutions and 
.customs which, in their turn, tend to degrade the con
sciousness of the race in general, as their precursors 
.degraded the unit in particular. Thus the vicious circle 
is completed; the act of the individual reacts on the 
individual; "no man liveth unto himself;"" we are 
members one of another ;" the perfect freedom of the 
-individual can only be attained in the perfect freedom 
of the whole; "all men's good" must be " each man's 
rule j" and the supreme working principle in the 
.affau. of men must be :-To take from our. fellows, 
human and sub-human, the irreducible minimum of 
necessity, atJd to give to them the maximum of possi
bility. This is the golden rule : it has been paraphras
.ed in countless ways in the religions and philosophies 
of the world j its application is universal. Let us 
.apply it to the matter of food, seeking to evolve prin
ciples without reference to questions of expediency or 
lear of the frown of vested interest. 

The minimum of necessity which we are to take 
-from others can only be reached by so living our lives 
.that in matters pertaining to the body we shall be as 
self-depenclent as possible. Any breach of this rule 
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will result in the imposition on someone else of the
task of providing us with the things which we will not 
provide for ourselves, and such imposition is at vari
ance with the perfect freedom which we have seen to 
be an essential condition for the attainment of our. 
evolubonary destiny, complete consciousness. This. 
self.dependence-:-which must not be confused with 
any false idea of so-called independence-demands the: 
simplification of life; the abolition of non.essentials, 
and the bringing of every individual into direct con
tact with the prime source of supply for every need
the earth.. Conformity with this principle-which" 

. being essential to the evolution of the race, must in
evitably take place in the future-means the wiping: 
out of a ~ost of artificial pursuits, the disappearance of 
cities as we know them, and-what is of chief interest. 
to the food reformer-the abolition of the cattle traffic .. 

Again, since the maximum of physical and mental. 
well· being are essential to the highest and most bene
ficent expression of any creature, our working principle. 
demands that, all foods shall be of the highest quality : 
that is, that they sh;ll! yield the greatest possible. 
amount of nourishment with the least possIble strain 
on the mechanism of the body. and shall leave behind_ 
them no tr;lce of derangement or disease. Such 
foods ,cannot include flesh, which yields little nourish-" 
ment for. much strain~ and the essential nature of which. 
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is to leave behind it a long list of physical and mentaL 
ailments. 

Further, our working principle demands the choosing~ 
of such foods as are most freely yielded ; for in pro
portion as a food is procured by false pretences-as in, 
fishing, by cowardly cunning-as in rabbit trapping," 
or by force exercised against force-as in cattle slaugh
tering, it is a negation of the "law of giving: the princi-· 
pie of giving the maximum of possibility permits the 
withholding of no atom of sympathy and love o. for' 
the meanest thing that lives j" and every calorie of' 
energy spent in taking by force or craft means 'a dimi-· 
nution ot the energy that should be spent in giving. 

It will now be clear that the question of the refortD' 
of diet is no trivial matter involving only,the consider
ation of what we shall eat, but that rather it has 
behind it the whole force of evolution. and before it a 
glorious share in the liberation of humanity from every-, 
thing' that binds its higher nature to its lower, like
Prometheus to the cliff. 

1 have said that the food reform has before it a. 
glorious share in the liberation of humanity. and I 
would emphasise what I have aheady stated: that the:
golden rule of give and take,which has been deduced 
as the supreme working principle in line with the power 
of evolution towards complete consciousness, applies. 
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'with equal force in every department of'life, and will 
De found trying to realise itself not only in the food 
'reform movement, but in every other reform which we 
see around us, whether we agree with its aims and 
methods or not. Consciously or unconsciously, men 
.and nations to-day are turning inwards in search of 
the truth that the circumference will take care of itself 
-if the centre be pivoted aright: that the greatness 
-which endures depends not on the length of the sceptre 
but on the stability of the throne: that it is in the inner 
'Jcingdom that the mastery must be achieved. The 
kingdom that endures is not won by power nor by 
:might asserted ubjectively, for the power that has to 
-move beyond its own domain bears evidence of 
'internal impoverishment and central weakness. Not 
'by power, not by might, but by the spirit, by the 
<operation of the individual will to obtain perfect 
mastery, perfect balance, perfect freedom in the inner 
kingdom. When that will is in a state of activity, like 
.a great magnet it will adjust the universe to it~lf: all 
'things will work together for the achievement of its 
stupendous purpose, the only purpose worthy the 
-efforts of man, the one purpose of the universe-the 
.evolutioh of a consciousness that must at length em
.brace the universe and thus' become" perfect even as 
.its Father in Heaven is perfect." This is the expres
:sion of the highest spiritual aspiration: it will now also 
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be seen to be the highest philosophical view of the
universe and man. 

Tliere will be struggle, there will be defeat ; but 
there will also be an invincible advance. Thus it has 
ever been ; for what have been the tumultS of history,. 
its revolutions and reactions, its progressions and 
retrogressions, its turmoil of institutions, laws, customs,. 
expedients, but the titanic struggles of the spirit of 
man to break through, . master, and readjust his limits 
in a growing conformity with this impulse towards 
outward and inward freedom? This, in some shape 
or degree, is the inspiration of all reform, its key, its· 
supreme test : this also is the justification, the solace 
and prophecy of triumph for all who, in all times and 
places, have heard in their hearts .. the still, sad 
music of humanity" and sub-humanity, and have lifted. 
up their voices in the cause of truth and justice. 
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AND TRAINING IN EDUCATION 

There IS a quaint notion in the West that the 
-capacity . to quote from Shakespeare and Alexander 
Pope is sign of culture. Generally the quotations 

.are misquotations, such as "A poor thing but my own" 
instead of .1 An ill-favoured Ihing, but mine own," or 

-II A little knowledge (instead of le"rlling) is a dangerous 
thing:' I fear that the quotation standard of culture 

"prevails also in India. I have been advised that the 
;proper way to appeal to Indian audiences in lectures is 
.to drag in somewhere, irrelevantly if need be, a stanza 
·or two from the "Bhagavad Gita." I have refrained 
from this practice as far as is possible to a lover of 

·.that venerable ,scripture, but recently, in lecturing to a 
large audience in the north of India, a phrase from it 
came so fitly to my mind that I had to use it. I got 
the length of saying, "As Sri Krishna said," when an 

-outburst of applause held up the quotation and left me 
·with a horrible sense of impending anti-climax. I 
quite agree that anything that Sri Krishna said in the 
Gita is worthy of applause even in advance; but I fear 
the applause was not intended as a tribute to pure 

1Wisdom, for there were deep silences at other unlabelled 
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'Paraphrases from the same source: it'was a tribute to 
.the supposed culture of an individual who could quote 
from an Indian classic. 

I am in hearty disagreement with the quotation-test 
for culture. If it were truly applied, then in art on the 
one hand and in music on the other, the highest place 
would be taken by the cinematograph and the 
gramophone. 

Culture goes much deeper than memory, and the 
power or mental reproduction. Its sign is not in what 
an individual can repeat, but in what an individual 
brings of interpretative capacity to life as well as to 
literature and the arts. I could produce from an 
IndianColleg, estudents who could repeat from memory 
the following sentence from Ruskin's "Sesame and 
Lilies" which was included in their course one year: 

II You had better get rid of the smoke and the organ
pipes, both ; leave them and the Gothic windows and 
the painted glass, to the property-man j give up your 
carburetted hydrogen ghost in one healthy expiration, 
and look after Lazarus at the door-step, 

but he would be the more cultured person who, 
never having seen the sentence before, had the cultural 
knowledge to get at its meaning directly, for that 
knowledge would include . English industrial life, 
western music,. European architecture and de~ration, 
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and the terminology of the theatre. chemistry and the 
Bible. 

Even that is far from the true culture, which is 
simply the fundamental occupation of humanity 
(farming) carried up from the soil into h~man nature
with, perfect parallelism. Culture means tillage : colo, 
I till., It means the breaking up ot the fallow ground 
of ignorance by the sharp plough of experience, the 
sowing of the seeds of knowledge of good-and evil, 
the process of growth to fruition, each particular' 
species working according to the laws of its own inner 
nature, figs yielding figs, not cactus; cactus claiming 
the right to be cactus (even spiny cactuS if it pleases) 
'not plantains. That is the first point to grasp clearly: 
that cultUre is from within. The second point to grasp 
clearly is that what applies to the individual applies. 
also to the nation. 

It is obvious, in this view of culture, that any talk of 
taking the· culture of any race of age and giving it t() 
another, is a contradiction. You may, of course~ 

hybridise, and produce interesting monstrosities. We 
have an interesting fruit in the West caIled the Logan
berry which is, if 1 remember rightly, a hybridisation 
of the blackberry, and the raspberry. It sounds 
dehcious to those who know· the special flavours of 
these two fruits :it suggests one blackberry plus one 
raspberry, perhaps divided by two: in reality it is a 
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mixture that is neither, each element having influenced 
the other not towards the development, but towards 
the renunciation, of its own distinctive quality. That 
is not culture, it is mere cross-breeding. You cannot 
impose culture. You can only draw it out from its 
own centre. Culture, like murder, will out, but its 
law of nature is not accumulation from outside sources, 
but growth from inner sources. 

J t is because of this <:.onsideration, that those who 
have the matter of education in India at heart find 
themselves compelled to seek new ways for the bring. 
ing, for example, of European culture to India. Most 
of them. 1 think, believe that India needs European 
culture; though she needs it somewhat less urgently 
than Europe needs Indian culture. We all need one 
another. The point is that the knowledge must be 
\'oluntarily obtained. Japan going to Europe and 
A:nerica in search of ideas on religious culture, and 
then gently but firmly deciding that her own imme
morial faith would serve her turn. was on the real way to 
culture. The worrying or an Indian schoolboy with 
the pessimism of a noble blackguard because the 
poetry of Lord Byron happens to be set in British 
school curricula is "ot the way to literary culture. The 
culture that India shall lake from the West or the 
Farther East, must be the c,ulture that India wants, not 
what Europe wants India to want. If Inwa wants it, 
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then it will be in affinity with her nature, and become 
assimilated to it. 

IC there was any justification for the impo.iition of 
the culture of olle race on another, it would be in 
favour of Indian cult~re in my opinion, for the reason 
that the genius of Indian life, as it die,closes itself to 
me, is of tlie very nature of culture itself: it gives, 
whereas the culture that I was reared in is one whose 
genius is to take. Notwithstanding the strongly ex· 
pressed desire that certain German statesmen voiced, to 
give German culture to the world, we know very well 
• that the giving is in hope of substantial return. True': 
culture of the giving kind could never have involved 
itself in the vast ironical contradIction of the Great 
War. The pseudo culture of the uncoloured races, as 
demonstrated by the' war, is a blind alley out of which 
western humanity is now blasting its way' towards 
freedom. Eastern culture has the possibility of being 
a great highway, inasmuch' as it sets spiritual attain
ment in this life above material possession, and puts 
the holy ~n or woman higher than the prince. 
Every student of geography knows that'a movement 
of the atmosphere inward to a centre leads to storm, 
to the winds of passion elf I may so symbolise it), the 
lightnings and thunders of wrath, and the tears of 
sorrow. On the other hand, a movement outward 
from a centre leads to calm, clear skies, sunshine and 
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happiness. Such is the difference, broadly speaking 
between a materialistic and a spiritualistic culture. 

We cannot escape the cultural urge, the tillage pro
cess that is inherent in the nature of the universe and 
humanity. We sometimes refer to the so-called savage 
races as uncultured, but there is no such thing as un
-culture. Culture is a positive without a negative. If 
we do not consciously put our hands to the plough 
and harrow, the pruning hook and the irrigation rope, 
we shall not find flowers or fruit or rice in our patch 
of universe j neither -shall we find nothing: .we shall 
find either the primitive culture of the jungle, or the 
degenerate culture that has reverted to type. There is 
a deep truth in the statement that "Satan finds some 
mischief still for idle hands to do." We cannot be'at 
'peace, but it would be nearer the truth to say that the 
mischief was also a sign of the Divine urge, the cul
tural stamp, the act of sacrifice and expression that 
gave us the world with its elements that we are pleas
oed to term good, and other~ that we regard as mis
chievous. The pranks of Bala Krishna are not mere 
stories to please children: they are shadowings forth 
of the Divine nature. Rabindranath has expressed the 
<:ultural urge at its highest when he sings, 

My Poet, is it thy desire to see thy creation through 
my eyes, and to stand at the portals of my ears silently 
to listen to thine own eternal harmony? 
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But it is reflected also in the fingers of every little
girl dressing a doll, and every little boy making a 
paper boat or cutting a stick; and it is just here that 
educational systems of the past have begun their 
failure. They have ignored these activities as part of 
education, and regarded them as mischievous, Or' 

worse, as play. 
I do not mean that we should take these happy ac.

tivities and systematise and solemnise them. I mean:. 
quite the reverse ; that we should humanise and spiri
tualise education by bringing doll-dressing and boat
making into it ; in short by making playas important 
a branch of education as the dreary grind called work~ 
There is in reality no difterence save what grown-ups 
,..·lfhout a sense of proportion or of humour have read 
into them. Work and play should be inversions of. 
one another, just as, according to Rabindranath, 
,. Roots are branches in the ground, and branches
roots in the air." The minds of the grown-ups have 
accumulated a mass 0 { ,. hat the great educationist 
Herbert has called apperception masses, and these 
shape and colour their thought and action. But 
Shakespeare's plays, which we regard as matter for 
educational purposes, to the damage of the enjoyment 
of the play and the English of the Indian student, 
are only grown-up toy-boxes, not a bit more important 
at their own level than the mimic theatre or box of 
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animals of the child. They are probably less impor
tant, for while the adult pays his rupee and has 
·f' Krishna leila" or •• Sakuntala .. played to him, and 
merely reacts derivatively to outside influences, the child, 
with his or her toys, is engaged in the. Art of Creation, 
with the faculties of imagination and design and ex
,pression carrying out the Divine cultural urge. In 
childhood we are all architects and sculptors, painters, 
,decorators, dramatists and peets; and perhaps the 
most damning indictment of false education is the fact 
1hat, owing to the narrowing. down of education to 
mere preparation either for earning a livelihood or 
llaving someone ,earn it for us, the artists and peets in 
any assembly of human beings could probably be 
,counted on the fingers of both hands. 

The problem for the educationist is not the con
struction of a curriculum of studies that the student 
must beat his brains against in order to shape them to 
the preconceived idea of the elders as to what brains 
should be shaped like. It is a very common and 
very dangerous mistake to think that the present, in 
,any department of life, and in education especially, 
belongs to the present. The present belongs to the 
future, and it ought to be the business of the educationist 
who is not out· of-date or a faddist, to see to it that the 
5ubstance of educati.on is in a state of perpetual adjust
ment to the growing and varying needs of an evolving 
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humanity. Hence details must be very elastic, though 
general principles should be very clear. Let us here 
consider a couple of general principles. 

Cultural study has two sides. There is 6rst the 
knowledge side. This may sound a contradiction to. 
the cultural urge, but it is not so. The plant cannot 
grow without nourishment, neither can the human 
plant either physically or mentally. The difference 
between knowledge that serves the purpose of mere 
pedantry and the knowledge which serves the purpose 
of culture is that one is retained in the system in 
junks, while the other is assimilated and transm~ted 
into the substance of the human plant. 

We include among the subjects that are capable of 
serving the purpose of culture, the history of human 
progress, and the nature of human environment, but 
we extend this progress and environment beyond the 
matter of dynastic wars, and of physical geography, 
and we take in the spiritual heredity and the spiritual 
'environment of the child. That is to say, we take 
religion both historically and as a living contemporary 
fact, and patriotism, as an l£nglish poet puts it, not 
only in love of country but in love of the country, the 
very earth we tread on, the garment of the spiritual 
entity that we call Motherland. 

The history of . races as exemplified in such an 
epoch-making book as It Labour in Irish History," and 
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the expression of their distinctive qualities through 
religion, literature, art and social polity, are the direct 
outcome of the growing process in humanity; and we 
must bear in mind that the history of a people is that 
people's first concern and not the history of some other 
people. 

We cannot, however, take the tull cultural value out 
of the study of human expression unless we study also 
the circum~tances that both limited and provoked that 
expression. Go carefully through a pauranic story, or 
a play, and score out all references and figures of 
speech that have to do with the climate and soil of 
India and their distinctive plant and animal products, 
and you will get a surprise with regard to the part that 
geography plays in human life. The Tower of London 
has played a prominent part in English History from 
the days of its builder, William the Conqueror, in 
the eleventh century, until. the present day, but the 
flat lands between the Pennine Hills and the Welsh 
Mountains, called the Cheshire gate, have played a 
still greater part, for they showed the way west
ward to the Norman, and created that seven hundred 
year old nightmare of British politics, the Irish 
question. 

But our interest in these matters will be cold and 
academic if we ourselves are m,t engaged in the process 
of making the same kind of history for succeeding 
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generations to study. This is the other side of Cultural 
study. We shall make this history in our own expres
sion of the cultural urge to activity in literature and 
the arts, in handicrafts and social aOairs. But what is 
more important is that in the full exercise of the 
creative urge through these constituents of education, 
we shall not only make history but make ourselves. 
The way to the ultimate end of education, realisation 
of the Self, is through self-realisation, that is, through 
the putting into beautiful forms, in word or sound or 
substance, of the mood or thought of the moment. and 
through them making clear to ourselves the nature 
and extent of that hidden side of our being which, at 
the student level, cannot be realised in introspection 
but in artistic expression. Bearing this in mind, it will 
be seen that this self-realisation has nothing to do with 
the little personal self that ill the focal point of selfish
ness. True self-realisation carries with it the realisa
tion of the self of others, and brings about an intensifi
cation and speeding up of all the processes of mind 
and body, with the result of the development of what a 
great modern educationist has called the ~ of 
CI awareness," 

I have watched this development in certain Indian 
students with whom I have come specially in touch, 
and I mention the matter here as indicating the general 
principle of culture through artistic activity, and the 
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pliability of detail. A lamentation had been made at 
a Summer School for Teachers as to the general 
absence of associated singing in Indian schools, and 
an effort was made to develop it in the college with 
·which I was connected. 

The first attempts of six hundr~d able-bodied and 
ihealthy-Iunged students to sing a song that was taught 
to them were like the combined noises of a storm in a 

:forest and waves breaking on a stony beach. Gradually 
something intelligible emerged from the chaos of 
sound, and when the founder visited the college, there 
was no mistaking the enthusiasm· that went into the 
students' rendering of the song. The expression on 
the faces of some of the youngsters in their desire to 
make their thin pipe heard in the whirl of sound, was, 
to use the words of a visitor on the occasion, as if they 
were undergoing a major operation without anaesthe
tics. But there was more than enthusiasm : there was 
a touch of art, and a sense of co-operation and unity. 

I tried to carry this further in my own group of 
students. We began the year with Indian songs each 
night before and after our family devotions. The first 

"illuminating discovery WclS that three students would 
start off each at a different pitch, and sail on to the 
·end, each quite accurate in his own key, and each in 
blissful ignorance of the fact that he was creating a 
ihorrible discord through being out of key with the 
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others. This was not due to the studentll' possessing, 
an unmusical ear. It was simply duc to absorption in 
the work of getting through the tune, without any 
reference to the others. Attention was tied down to a 
single personal purpose, and the sense of a~eness 
was in abeyance. Art, however, could not leave the 
matter at that. After considerable practice, and 
persistent pulling up of culprits, it was found possible 
to get uniformity of pitch. But a further difficulty had 
to be overcome, that was a tendency to start all right 
as to the note, but to race to the end at 
different rates of speed. To o,,-ercome this 
additional phase of selI-centredness I adopted the 
plan of a little ritual of marching for our evening de
votions. Wh.en the pedestal for the bm;t of a great 
educationist was being erected, we marched singing. 
from the back of our bungalow to the front garden 
and circled the pede&tal until a certain position was. 
reached. Sometimes our number was forty, and made 
a long Hne two deep. The first effect at a distance 
was of three separate choirs. the head, middle and 
tail of a serpent of sound. This necessitated an exten
sion of the sel}8e of awareness and of relationship with 
others not only in pitch at the beginning but in time 
all through. Practice here also wrought a change, 
and I shall not soon forget one moonlight night when. 
we decided to serenade the then Principal in his quarters. 
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and invite his family to join us in our evening prayer and' 
song. When my family sang its way back across the· 
playground almost like one voice, I felt that each 
member of the group had entered into a larger con
sciousness. and had gone ~ good step towards the 
attainment of that high de~ree of culture expressed by
Shelley in the lines, 

Man, one immortal soul of many a soul, 
Whose nature is itS" own divine control, 
Where alllhings flow to all as rivers to the sea. 

The same end can be attained through the drama, 
not, however, in the type of drama so common in· 
South Jndia, whose subject-matter is so well-known 
that people can afford to fall asleep and so await the 
passing of the play until the small hours of the morn
ing. The drama which will fulfil the cultural purpose 
that I am speaking of is that which will challenge the 
attention of the hearers, call for complete co-operation. 
among the actors, and so form a large unit of con
sciousness that will not tolerate the constant interrup
tions and goings to and fro of the Indian Theatre. 

We. must remember, however, that even in music. 
and the drama, we shall only get the best cultural 
results if we keep in view that it is cultural results we 
want. . We may hide our ulterior motive from the 
students, but we must always have our eye on an end. 
beyond the last note of the song or the last curtain ot 
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"the drama. It is not enough, in the case of a song, 
that memory has proved true, and that pitch and time 
.are accurate. There must be an effort in the direction 
-of refinement and beauty, and this effort will bring 
,out a sensitiveness that will protest against wlgarity and 
·.ugliness and seek to eliminate them from both art 
.and life. A year's attention to making students culti
vate a pure tone in singing would result in the 
.abolition of the harshness and monotony that are the 
·chief characteristics of Indian singing to-day. Instead 
·of having this cultural aim in the teaching of singing, 
'we have men with the voices of crows making pupils 
simply imitate them, and the divine art of music is 
'Pulled down from its ancient place as one of the chief 
-of the arts to a mere matter. cf memorising and repro-
-ducing traditional tunes. . -

I have already referred to the cultural value of 
:geographical study on the knowledge side. 1 revert 
to it here because of its cultural value also on the 
-expression side. I am not, of course, referring to the 
obsolete memorising of chief towns and their exports 
-or the like, which had as much relation to real geogra
phical study as song-memorisation has to musical 
-culture. I refer to the modern method of studying 
.the earth as the home of humanity, and getting to 
know all those miraculous processes of climate, soil 
-and vegetation that form the wonder and the beauty 
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of nature. Such study can only be properly pursued by
observation, correspondencej record, deduction, and, 
the calling into play of accuracy, neatness, and 
system. There is something akin to the Divine cultural, 
process in reducing a mass of statistics to a simple and. 
eloquent graph or a neatly c<>loured map, and watch. 
ing some vital truth take shape under one's hand. It 
is chaos producing cosmos in miniature. 

But, someone may remark, this thmg that you calL 
culture is hopelessly mixed up with the other part 
of your subject which you have not yet touched, 
that is, training. Of course it is-or ought to be.. 
That is just the conclusion toward which I am 
:noving. Departmentalism, water-tight compartments,. 
can have nO place in an educational system that is. 
worthy the name of education. We need an all. 
round, balanced development, from which training. 
in a special. direction may spring with safety. The 
hungry victims of educational experiments based on. 
an incomplete view of the nature of the student, h~ve 
had to be satisfied with little pecks of culture and. 
little pecks of training, What is now wanted is a 
good square meal every day of cultured training and of' 
trained culture; by which I mean that there should 
be nothing in school study that cannot be related 
with life, and there should be nothing in school training. 
that is not backed by and directed towards culture~ 
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In this give-and-take we shall do several things 
"besides improving education. One of these things 
will be the restoring of labour to its proper place, 
and the taking of the pride out of us of the parasitic 
-classes who eat the food, wear the clothing, and live 
in the homes provided for us by the farmer and the 
workman whom we so foolishly look down upon. In 

:Southern India we are specially brought face to face 
with this quaint attitude, of the classes that regard 

, themselves as superior, to their so·called inferiors. 
I have seen a student too proud to remove his bed. 
He had to II call a menial." But the menial was 

. earning an honest month's pay, while the superior 
, student was bemg educated and fed by the charity 
of others. By and by, however, we shall wear down 
tbis medireval attitude, and we shall give to the noble, 

, and the only real wealth-creating occupation, agri-
, culture, young men, aye and young women, who will 
bring wide and deep knowledge, and sensible training, 

, to the work of production from the ~il, to the great 
joy of the soil itself, and the great comfort and hap

:piness of the people cf India. 
This is not, as some may be quietly thinking, a 

modern notion subtly aiming at pulling down the 
,divinely appointed II higher classes" by artificiaUy 
. elevating the "lower classes." On the contrary, it 
,is an ancient Indian idea. Listen' to a song of Kam. 
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bhar, the Tamil peel-laureate of the Chol" dynasty in 
the eighth century. 

The hand that holds the spear of power 
is supported by the hand that holds the plough. 

The hand that wears jewels in luxury and ease 
is supported by the hand that holds the plough. 

The hand of him whose karma it is to toil against 
poverty 
is supported by the hand that holds the plough. 

The hand that makes offerings to the Devas 
is supported by the hand that holds the plough. 

The h:mds of the Devas that control the world 
are supported by the hand that holds the plough. 

There is a motto for a National College of Agricul. 
ture I 

The practi<:al work awaiting the educationist IS the 
making provision for the inclusion in an elementary 
form from the very earliest stages of student.life, of all 
possibilities of future speCIalisation, so that such 
specialisation as may be necessary will not be, as it 
often is, a dislocated phase of the student's career, 
but a· natural extension of some special element in 
his and her early study in which culture and training 
have combined to give to the student and the teacher 
a physical and mental instrument of greater efficiency 
and happiness than would otherwise have been the 
case. 
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The Christian College. are definitely and with convic
tion trying by every lawful and fair means in their 
power to basten the day when India from the
Himalayas to Cape Comolin shall become a Christian. 
land. 

This is the statement of the relationship of Christian 
missions to Indian education, made by the Principal 
of one .of the largest Missionary Colleges in India. 
It is the obvious and intelligible outcome of 
the basic tenet that he sets down later in his dis
course, in answer to "that most solemn of all questions, 
what does a Christian College hold to be the spiritual 
destiny of the sincere follower of another faith ,"-.:. 

There is only one God ••• There is only one atone
ment by which sinfnl mao bas ever or can ever find 
that Holy Father of us all, aod that is by the boundleaa 
Grace of the Eternal God Who baa revealed Himself to 
men, incarnate in time in tho person.ofJesus ofNazaretb. 
Nor is there nor can there be salvation, by aoy other. 

This boundless • Grace of theE~ God' appears,. 
in the view of the Principal, to be all-sufficing. • No 
religion: he says, 'can save men. It can only be 
God Himself.' If these words mean anything they 
mean that all the great religions are on an equal foot-
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ing of ineffectiveness, including Christianity, and make 
spiritual realisation the one great aim of life. In this 
respect the Christian aim of union with God, the 
Hindu moksha, and the Buddhist nirvana, since they 
all stand for the union with and absorption of the per
sonality into Divinity, would stand as equals. But 
this is not so, else there would be no point in pushing 
the Christian religion "from the Himalayas to Cape 
Comorin." There must, therefore, be some 
subterranean connection between this apparently in
clusive statement and the propagandism of the Chris
tian religion in which the maker of it is engaged. We 
think the missing premiss is, that God is revealed only 
in the Christian religion. If so, there is a vital connec
tion between man's salvation and Christianity which is 
in sharp contrariety with the statement that "no religion 
can save men." 

In the presentation <;>f the main thesis, of which the 
foregoing extract forms the kernel, our author points 
out what he regards as the most marked point of 
contra"t between Christianity and other religions--its 
claim to have a message for all mankind, and refers I<> 
Gautama the Buddha as having ,. emptied life of all 
its richest meaning." We confess we can hardly 
imagine the state of mind out of which so entirely 
fallacious a view of Buddhism can come forth. It, 
leaves the impression that this process is a feature 
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which marks the inferiority of Buddhism to Christianity. 
But if the trend of the teaching of the Buddha is 
rtprehensible because it leads its devotees away 
from earth life, what are we to say of the I'I:ligion 
whose founder declared that no one was fit to follow 
him who was not prepared to play deserter to his 
home, his family, his dependents, his country' It 
was Jesus Christ who taught this I 

So also in a reference to Hinduism, we are given 
the impression of a person of a purposely kindly dis
position, most anxious to find out the great dynamic 
doctrines of that religion, but deterred by ., the 
apparent ungoverned riot of speculation which con
fronts him at every tum." This impression is just as 
false as the impression .on a Hindu would be if, 
wishing tolget at the central truths of Christianity, 
he was set down before the "rilings of the Fathers 
and the whole mass of ungoverned and self-contra
dictory speculations of scholiasts and schismatist~; 

and when he had grasped the great doctrine of the 
Trinity, was faced with our author's own repudiation 
In the article before us of " the popular tritheism Which 
has crept and still creeps into much of our devotional 
and even some of our theological forms of expression.' 
When our enquiring Hindl:twas also impressed with 
our author's very careful declaration that in anything 
he said, he was speaking for no one but himself, we 
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·submit that there would be some ground for the Hindu's 
taking away the idea that Christianity was an intellec
.tual anarchy. 

It is this kind of incomplete thinking, which indeed 
1s not thinking from any rational principle but the mere 
juxtaposing of phrases; that does so much harm to 
the true progress of Christian teaching both in India 
.and in the Christian countries. There is a vast amount 
·of illumination to be obtained from the free exchange 
·of spiritual truth, but the method of bringing every
thing to the test of set formulre and fixed half-truths 
instead of fundamentals, is barrier-building, not 
bridge. building. One such example will serve as a 
.conclusion. 

The salvation whlch the Christian offers, our author 
tells us, .. is no nirvana, no loss of personal identity 
in the Great Ocean of Being. It is the fully realised 
.and conscious fellowship of the human being with 
·God-knowing as we are known, seeing Him as He 
is." Here we have the customary method of putting 
.one thing against another, with the implicit assump
.tion of the final truth and superiority ot the Christian 
presentation. Yet these echoes of scriptural texts and 
hymn.book lines will not bear a moment's examination 
in the light of Christian fundamentals. I( God is, as 
Christianity declares Him to be, all.knowing, and so 
knows us absolutely, how can we know Him as He 
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knows us, unless our organ' of knowledge is equal ta
His, and therefore":"beyond the limits of the personal 
brain? If God is all'present, how can we see Him as 
He is, unless our sight is sintched to infinity, and so 
beyond the limits of the personal' eye 1 And what II' 
the personal identity that is not to be lost : the stam. 
mering sensuousness of youth 1 the fixed notions of 
age? Straight answers to these questions make non-· 
sense of such statements, and show how needful it is
for someone to arise within the Christian fold and err 
aloud the ancient warning that the letter killeth, and! 
that only the Spirit maketh alive. 
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Ordinarily the two major divisions of the totality of 
things, which are present in the mind, are the self and 
the non-selfj myself-and all the rest from my bosom 
friend to the farthest of the fixed 5tars. And as the 
-child regards the universe outside its mouth as so much 
food, so I look upon all things that are not I as the 
apparatus on which I shall exert my strength and 
influence. 

But some day I discover myself looking at myself 
.and smiling, and repeating the saying of the divine 
·charioteer, Sri Krishna, to Prince Arjuna between the 
.armies on the field of Kuru, c'The self, deluded by the 
sense of separateness, saith, C I am the Doer." And 
behold I the fiery impulse with which 1-1-1 was 
going to unhorse a thousand wrongs is seen to be but 
.the reaction which I have made to the impact and 
pressure of the universe. Take away those wrongs, 
.and my lance had never come from its armoury j take 
.aw~y the foe, and the victor will never claim his laurel. 

And yet when the call came to go forth to slay 
.dragons, I was up at the first blast of the trumpet. but 
'my companion turned over on his other side and 
.asked to be left in peace. 
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Here we come upon the central mystery of human. 
personality. To aU there is the same totality of things 
external, the only difference being that I am part of 
your universe, and you are part of mine. But to no 
two persons does that universe mean the same thing, 
and in no two persons does it elicit the same response. 
We respond as ~~ are capable of responding. and 
that capability depends, not merely on the circum
stances of our lives;but primarily and mainly on the 
tone, colour, intenSIty, whatever you may term it, of 
a Self within the self. 

In aU mankind there exists this fundamental Self,. 
but not in aU is it recognised ; and as recognition and 
understanding mean disaetion and power and faci.. 
lity-in science, in affairs, in the arts-l am moved 
to address these words to all those whose desire is for 
the elevation of humanity, to the end that they refuse 
not, but rather seek, the help of all to whom it has. 
been given to express themselves in song, if\ colour, 

, in form, in motion, in any and every kind of art. 
For in the arts, side by side with religion, there i$ 

conscious recognition of the inner Self, and a strong 
and stable bridge over which the ideal world may 
march and conquer and build in its own image the 
future world of actuality. "Blessed are the peace
makers"-not those who merely are at peace. Blessed 
are the makers of beauty, the singers of impossible 
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paradises, the moulders and the wielders of beautiful 
bodies and shapely limbs, for they are in very truth 
the children of God, inheritors and unfolders of the 
eternal harmony and beauty that speaks to them by 
inspiration from the inner self, as it spoke at sundry 
times and in divers. manners to the prophets and 
seers of old, and speaks even in the lines which appear 
at the end of this essay. ,~ 

In mentioning the word inspiration and my own 
lines in the same breath, it will, 1 hope, be understood 
that I am innocent of any intention to suggest that 
my use of the word is in the same degree as it would 
be if I spoke of the " inspired lines" of Shelley at the 
end of " Hella&." Nevertheless, in the cause of all who 
at any time have in the arts ~ndeavoured to find a way 
to the expression of that which moved dimly within the 
mind, I make bold to say' that their inspiration, ar.d 
my inspiration, and Shelley's inspiration, are one in
spiration. Wherein the manifestations of that in spira. 
tion differed in kind, one being static, as in scuJpture, 
one fluidic. as in music, they differed by virtue of cir
cumstances on the horizontal plane of things, time, 
place, family, sex, physique, and the like. Wherein 
they differed in intensity, in power to evoke a response 
in other minds, they differed by virtue of qualities 
beyond the circumstantial, qualities inherent in the 
Inner Self, and referable to spiritual history, "whe-
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ther in the body or out of the body I cannot tell.' 
I do not know how it is with other writers of verse, 

but my own dealings with my Inner Self, while 
philosophically quite explicable, . are somewhat bewil. 
cering to the executive self. I have stared at a sheet 
of paper for two hours, and it ~as as blank at the end 
as at the beginDl~g. In despair I have risen and 
taken refuge in an abandon of nonchalance, and 10 I 
two score lines came with a rush. ~metimes it has 
been the other way round, and sometimes quite 
different. The wind bloweth where it listeth, and 
"'hen it listeth and how; and at times the instrument 
matters much, and at times not at all. 

One evening, when enjoying a quiet few minutes in 
the peace of my home, I suddenly saw, II in my mind', 
eye," a great angel that had wandered into a fiat 
'World. He could not escape because his feet had 
become entangled in the ground and struggle only 
made his bondage worse. Then he put his hands 
together and prayed, and up he went, and pulled up 
with him a portion of 'he fiat world, which became a 
mountain. I saw that I had before me not merely a" 
myth of the making of the mountains, such as a neo
lithic poet might have made for his tribe, but also a 
symbolic presentation of the meaning and efficacy of 
aspiration. I made a note of the subject, and . it passed 

" out of my consciouS mind. 
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"'our years afterwards I was very busily engaged in 
the compilation of a school text-book. and had occa
sion to read at !he Dublin National Museum. One 
night I became very tired mentally before my time 
for leavin~ the library. I ceased work-the subject 
was geology-leaned back in my chair, and made 
a conscious effort to clear my mind of all thoughts, 
a practice which enables me to secure in ten minutes 
more mental refreshment than hours of sleep. Sud
denly I found myself wide awake in some interior 
region, and there was the angel once again lifting hill 
mountain. With the vision, if I may so call it, came 
also the apprehension of words, and I immediately 
jotted down in shorthand on a scrap of paper the 
lines printed below. 

The connection between geology and the poem 
is clear. It may explain the revival of the memory. 
But something more is n~ed to explain the writing 
()f lines which do not sound tired, by a person in th~ 
last stages of brain fag j and something still more to 
account for the fact that the idea of the poem, which I 
had never seen in prose or verse previously, I found 
afterwards to be a modified reproduction of a legen
dary incident in the life of St. Mungo. It is said that 
w hen he wished to address an audience in the street 
()r on the roads, if an eminence suitable for a pulpit 
was not at hand, he had only to assume the attitude of 
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aspiration, and the ground rose under his feet. 
From incidents such as this-and I feel free b 

speak of it because 1 have never come to think of it as 
"something of my own"-one begins to apprehend 
that the inspiration of the artist and the inspiration of 
the prophet and seer are differentiated only in their 
,accidents, not in their essence. To the one his art 
may be, should be, his religion, his path to the well of 
living water in his own heart, as well as his v?ice to 
call all men everywhere to repentance. To the other 
hIs religion should be as the first of the arts : in time, 
the first effort of the evolving human consciousness b 
body f6rth in myth the dimly apprehended inner 
world j in significance, the most intimate apprehension 
and the fullest utterance of the ineffable mystery. 



HOW THE MOUNTAINS CAME TO BE-

A Ml'th for AncleDt ChildreD 

A Bird once came and said to me : 
jl Hear how the Mountains came to be .... 
An Angel from his heavenly sphere 
Fell to the earth. A chilly fear 
Shot through his wings from tip to tip, 
For there was neither wave nor ship, 
Mountain nor stream, nor maid nor m'Ul, 
Far as the Angel's eye could scan, 
Nor soothing shade, nor flower nor tree, 
Before the Mountains came to be. 
He stretched his wings to flyaway, 
But round his feet the oozy clay 
Gripped fast and held him to the ground. 
He stretched and strove until a sound 
Went through him, from he knew not where .. 
And said: ' The only way is prayer.' 
He dropped his wings and raised his eyes, 
And sent his soul into the skies. 
He prayed and prayed, and as he prayed 
A wind among his plumage played 
And bore him upward toward his sphere. 
Around his feet from far and near 
There came a sound that seemed to say : 
, Pray on I pray on I we, too, would pray; 

·From II ElaiD the Beloved" and other poem. '~buDsel. DQbl~. 
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"Thy prayer has touched the sleeping Power. I 
Pray on I thy prayer shall yet be oun. 

We, too, have wings that pine for Bight, 
We, too, have eyes that long for light I' 
Upward he moved, and still his eye. 

Were fastened on the distant skies, 
-And as he rose toward heaven dim 
He drew the earth up after him. 
About his feet the oozy clay 

-Gripped fast, but could not stop or ltay 
His course, till on the skyey stair 
,He paused beyond the need for prayer, 
While from the air beneath, around 

"There rose a tumult of glad sound. 
'The Angel turned the sound to seek, 
'But, 10 I his foot was on a peak 
That fell away to where the world 
Lay like a painted Bag unfurled 
And shaken out from sea to sea,
And thus the Mountains came to be." 

_ •• So said the Bird, and what the masque 
Of meaning hid I meant to ask, 
But off he Bew,before I knew, 
And yet-I think the tale is true 
If one could only hear aright, 
.or see with something more than sight. 



PSYCHICAL R~SEARCH AND RELIGIOUS 

THOUGHT. 

I n a lecture in Dublin some time ago OQ • The
Bearings of Psychical R~earch' the Rev. D. Mullan, 
M.A., declared his personal conviction as tQ the reality 
of certain supernormal phenomena j and atlributed the
widely lamented failure of religions throughout the 
world to the ignoring or contemning of such pheno-· 
mena by the Churches. He further prophesied that 
the questions involved in psychical research, being of 
supreme importance to humanity, would shortly' 
dominate the religious thought of the world. 

II is a notable sign of the times that such an utter. 
ance should come from a clergyman who is also a. 
member of the Society for Psychical Research, and 
especially from one who has spoken and written much. 
on that phase of religious e.xperience-the personal 
and subjective-which is furthest removed from the· 
phenomenal. It marks the responsibility that is being 
increasingly felt, at any rate in Christian circles, by 
the pioneer minds in religion and science to have an 
eye to the tendencies of things, in order that, by 
intelligently apprehending the future, they may make 
the necessary adjustments in their own beliefs as they 
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,go along, and not wait fora revolution ; in order, also 
that the viewing of their studies and experiments from 
various angels may conduce to rea,1 research, not mere 
accumulation, and minimize the naNtal danger of 
Tiding to death the subliminal and telepathic hypotheses 
which obsess the minds of the psychical researcher, 

-or any other hypothesis. 
This process o~ observation and adjustment is 

-specially to be recommended to the various religious 
"bodies which relegate to themselves the control of 
:thought and practice touching the life that now is in 
!its relationship to the assumed life that is to come. 
:SOme of us· are not too young to remember the shak
ings of Christendom that followed the promulgation 
-of the theory of evolution, as the outcome of the 
researches of Darwin and Wallace. To-day we live 
amongst the debris of that shaking, which has maru.. 
lested itself in religious doubt, and in consequent 
deprivation of the motive power that comes from faith 
.in a deeper life than the eye can see and the hands 
.handle. For that deprivation the Churches" are mainly 
responsible, because their faith was not faith, but 
-aedulity, and because in the face of question they 
took refuge in subtlety and obscurantism, and ignored 
.or refused to utilise the II evidence of things not seen " 
-whicb bas been gathering for centuries. 

But a change set in. It became slowly apparent 
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that a law of the universe was not necessarily the 
-special possession of rationalist writers. The materia
listic hypothesis-which regarded itself as parent and 
offspring of the theory of evolution-had to submit to 
its own evolutionary law. Physical science passed 
<>n, and became metaphysical-the last horror of the 
concrete mind. Its ultimate atoms were blown to 
what in Ireland are called "smithereens." There is 
not a molecular shot left in its locker. 

And now the pendulum begins to swing back 
towards the religious side,but with a difference. The 
law of evolution has been taken over as a working 
prinCiple in advanced religious thought j it has intro
duced the possibility of elasticity and adaptability that 
has given great hope for the future. But there is a 
danger that the vast dead-weight of ignorance and 
prejudice and laziness, that is as evident on the 
religious side of things as on any other, may prevent 
the orderly evolution of religious thought, and may' 
occasion disruption and violence. 

A starting-point toward an orderly readjustment of 
religious thought will be found in a consideration of 
some probable influences of the acceptance of telepathy 
as a demonstrated fact. The evidence that has been 
gathered by the Society for Psychical Research and 
by observers outside. the Society~ establishes beyond 
scientific doubt the fact that, given a person capable of 
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sustained visualization, and another capable of sustain
ed passivity of mind, it is possible for the former to 
transmit to the latter definite thought-images and ideas 
over long distances, not absolutely exactly, but with a 
percentage of similarity which, taken with the deliberate 
act of simultaneous transmission .and reception, places 
the matter outside the probability of coincidence. 

But, in addition to this direct, conscious transmission 
of thought, it has become evident also that there is an 
inrurect and uncontrolled telepathy playing a much 
larger part in human affairs than is generally supposed. 
We all, in our times of active thought, appear to be 
scattering about us positive, outgoing influences. It 
is a reasonable assumption that these influences may 
make themselves felt in minds that have some affinity 
with the nature of the influence, and are at the same 
time in a receptive 'State. Most people have had at 
various times experiences that are corroborative of this 
assumption. Such experiences occur usually when a 
small section of the mind is engaged in some occupa
tion that requires little concentration. It bas also been 
observed in the records of crime that many persons 
who have been guilty of criminal acts have been 
unable to give any reason why they did so, and not a 
few give evidence . of the action of suggestion from 
some source outside tbeirown conscious mind. 

Here we have an important point in relation to the 
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present religious thought on the subject of sin. It!' is 
commonly assumed, as a basis for the responsibility 
of the human unit in regard to sin, first (which is 
outside our subject), that there is an absolute standard 
of right and wrong; second (which intimately concerns 
our subject), that in respect of any act, be it virtuous 
or vicious, the whole consciousness of the individual 
is engaged, and is perfectly free and without interfer
ence. But when we grasp the significance of the 
continuous unconscious interchange between human 
minds, we shall see .hat the religious thought of the 
future-and, indeed, the legal thought, if there is such 
a thing-will have to make considerable modifications 
in its attitude towards the sinner. The apportionment 
of guilt will not then be the simple thing it is to-day. 
It will be a much profounder and subtler matter. It 
will not necessarily imply the total denial of individual 
responsibility, but it will lift it {rom the single act and 
person, and will spread it over a wide circle of 
If accessories before the fact." For, clearly, once we 
accept the truth of unconscious suggestion, it would 
be an act of injustice to condemn alone a single human 
unit, who may be three-fourths himself and one-fourth 
a reflection of others. We shall have to consider. the 
problem of so ordering the life of the world that the 
interplay of unconscious thought will be pure and 
upward on the positive side ; and that, on the passive 
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sitle, we shall evolve an order of minds which, tllrough 
innate purity, will as naturally react to pure unconscious 

suggestion as they will naturally 1101 react to evil 
"Suggestion. From this point of view, therefore, it is 
probable that the evolution of, psychical science will 
compel the religious bodies to undertake, in the name 
()f true religion, a social recons:ruction which Will have 
the light of the soul and the warmth of the heart, and 

-serve the purpose of a developing humanity much 
more efficiently than any purely mechanical economic 
system. 

But the fact of telepaUty has not merely a dogmatic 
-significance ; it has also an important historical bearing 
()n religious thought. It has been the boast of scientific 
. rationalism that it has killed religiow superstition, 
including the notion of scriptural inspiration. But the 
long and close study of thought-transference has made 
it no longer possible 10 congratulate an ancient 

-prophet on the purity and truth of his message in one 
breath, and in the next to call him a liar or a fool for 
beginning his utterance with the presumption, "Thus 
saith the Lord." We now know that, not merely are 
we bombarded unconsciously by stray thoughts from 
other minds, but that it is possible so to discipline the 
c:onscious mind that it may become a resonator to 
thought, even to long series of -precise impressions of 
words, from beyond the threshold of consciousness. 
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I could place my hand ,on a quantity 9f inspir~ 
writing, equal in b~lk and significance to any of the 
major prophets, which soun~d without premeditation 

, ,through the mind of one who belongs to the order '~f 
llluminati, possessed itself of a clearly defined region of 
,consciousness and niotor power, and which ceased with 
the same extraneous self-will as it began. Whet~er 

·such inspiration comes from the subliminal self of the 
.inspired one, or from the subliminal self of some other 
individual incarnate, discarnate, or celestial, is a 
,question that may be left to the future. What is 
,certain is that inspiration-not in the sense of the 
artist's exaltation, but in the plain prophetic sense of 

. .an intrusion from outside the circle of active conscious
ness-is a fact, not a superstition. 

In this respect, therefore, psychical research is the 
one possible way to justification of the claims to 

.inspiration in the Christian Scriptures. But since the 
scientific establishment of inspiration comes. by way of 
,experiences outside the Canon of Scripture, it follows 
that the claim to exclusive inspiration, either as to time 
,or place, is no longer tenable. 

So, also, with regard to prayer, the establishment of 
telepathy offers a scientific explanation for the numer
.ous instances of answered prayer which an ill·informed 

, materialism has scouted as inlagination or coincidence, 
.. and an equally ill-informed religious sentimentalism 
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, has attributeci to special and arbitrary interpositions 01 
'the Power that is the totality of aU powers. The truth. 
as is 'its custom; liessomew'here between the extremes. 

, We are ,conscious 1n our moments 01 insight of a great 
,general movement through all things, working out 
'som~,vastplan which eludes us, and searching througb 
the minufue of human faculty for the line of least 
resistance. But rea.<;on, 'asks for a more acceptable 
,hypothesis than Divine interposition in the details of 
life j and psychical research demonstrates the possibi
lity of forces being set in motion through the natural 
agency of concentrated thought, with or without the 
collusion, of other minds here or elsewhere, and the 
induction of a desired action through telepathic 
suggestion. ' 

Let us tum now to that great body of phenomena, 
concerning the activity of consciousness outside the' 

'lilnits of time and space as we know them, and hence 
beyond the 'power of death. It is probably here that. 
I;>Srchical research will exercise the proC?undest influ
ence, since its findings will touch the great central 
dogma of the Resurrection. To-day it is passionately 
declared throughout Christendom that the elimination 
of the 'truth of the physical Resurrection of Jesus 
'would' wipe out the whole Christian system. y~ 
.when materialistic rationalism has' asked the quite, 
relevant question. "What evidence, direct or analogous,. 
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. can you give for a teaching which is so utterly opposed 
to common experience 1" the interpreters of religious 
thought have taken refuge in verbal juggling and in, 

-cruel suggestions as to the morality and honesty of' 
:the questioners. 

The stress laid on the bodily resurrection as a proof' 
·of the victory of Me over death is a strange indication 
-of the materialistic method of thinking into which 
-Christianity early fell, and is an evidence as to how 
little it learned from the thought and experience of the 

.pre-Christian world. The old Greek philosophers had 
learned that the act of consciousness is not, as such, 
,dependent on the body. The ascetics of the East had 
-ages past achieved the mastery of the flesh as an 
instrument. Paul himself was not unfamiliar with the 

· operation of consciousness apart from its vehicles. 
But the great mass of religious people have become. so 

· dominated by the shapes and sizes of things, rather 
than by their essences, that the limitations of the body . 
have been transferred to the soul, and even to God 

· himself; so that between scientific materialism and 
religious materialism there is no difference observable 
save in postulaks and prejudices. 

Now, with regard to this matter, Psychical Research 
,is on the eve of an affirmative answer to the ancient 
· question, " If a man die, shall he live again 1" Or: 
; rather, Psychical Research has demonstrated to a, 
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ckgree demanded by no other question, but conceded' 
because of its supreme importance, that when a man 
dles he has not ceased to live. To any one w~o has 
followed the vast literature that records innumerable
researches into all phases of supernormal activity this 
statement will not appear to be beyond the truth ; and 
I know of many besides myself to whom the survival 
of death' is no mere second· hand belief, but a matter
of certain knowledge. 

Bow, then, will this knowledge, when widely .p0s

sessed by leaders of religious thought, affect the 
d(:Jctrine of the Resurrection? I t will, in the fir~t place, 
scientifically confirm the truth that "death is swallowed-' 
up In victory"; in the second place, ir will, by demon
strating the phenomenon of materialization,' give a 
natural rather than a supernatural explanation of the 
appearance of Jesus after His crucifixion. The gradual -
building up of the physical body by the activity of the 
brain centres in association with properties in food and, 
air is not a whit less marvellous than the building up
of a transient body by a discarnate ego in association' 
with properties provided by a number of persons'· 
assembled together. The great re-adjustment of religi
oils thought, however, in respect of the resurrection 
will be this :' not that the resurrection of Jesus lor the 
firl;t time ulade possible the sUrvival of death, but that; 
he simply demonstrated the naturallact in the uni\"~-
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that the human consciousness is not subject to death. 
We have to, inquire, further, as to the influence of 

Psychical Research on the teaching of two fixed states 
of eternal bliss and torture called Heaven and Hell. 
It is obvious that in the nature of things no absolute 
proof of eternal existence can be forthcoming, since 
anything short of eternity could, not prove eternity .. ' 
But what Psychical Research does show is that con
sciousness is not destroyed in death, and that, whatever 
changes may take place in it during the lapse of what 
we call timf', a personal identity remains for some 
period beyond the change called death,' ~md can, in 
suitable conditions not yet fully understood, give 
signals of its identity. 

Now, jf the findings of Psychical Research with 
regard to post-mortem existence will modify the 
doctrine of Heaven and Hell, they \\ill certainly 
continue that modification into the institution of the 
priesthood, which depends for its existence on the 

teaching of an eternal state to ",hich the priesthood 
possesses the key. To preserve that right-of-way the 
priesthoods ha'lOe buiit up a Jitual and creed, whose 
administration they claim to themselves, whereby 
humanity may pass through death into temporary 
purgation or eternal happiness. .The act of faith has 
thus become 'of supreme importance. The act of life 

, il the world has become of importance only in so far 
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3S it supports the act of faith. As a consequence, we 
have the separation of the Churches from drastic and/ 
continuous interference with what is called" secular ,~ 
life. Their efforts in social reform are spasmodic, 
unrelated, and secondary to conformity with religious 
faith and practice. Between life and the life to come 
the priesthoods stand, knowing as little of the one as 
of the other, but insistent in preventing any suspicion 
that life, whether in the flesh or out of the flesh, is one 

life, and that theconditio:1s of life hereafter are depend
ent upon life now, and not upon ~sent to any creed, 
except to the extent that that creed has affected the 
life. 

Here, as in other matters, the inBuence of P.sychica1 
Re·earch will result in a modification of extremes. 1De 
establishment of a natural continuation of life beyond 
death having no necessary and final connexion with 
religious organization will lead to an abandonment of 
the exclusive claims of the priesthoods, but it will not 
Ilecessarily result in the abolition of the priestly office. 
In the religious, as in other phases of human activity, 
the function of the mediator woul'! appear to be a 
necessary condition. Between'the general mass of 
humanity who, for example, use the electric trams, 
and the great re:;ervoir of potential electric power, 
there is the hier.1rchy of inventors and discoverers, 
with their executive of engineers. When we reach the 
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~point at which every individual wiIl make and direct 
;his own electric power, the hierarchy and executive 
may become objects of mere historical interest. But 

· that time is not ye~ neither is the time yet when 
humanity as a whole will possess direct knowledge of 

· the world of spirit. Between the diverse life of the 
individual in the flesh and the realm in which he will 
function after he discards this temporary instrument of 

· the body there must be an order of knowers: men and 
women whose office it will be to manifest to the world 

· the truth of the spirit life, and to search for the condi
tions of that life so that they may teach mankind how 

· best to prepare to enter upon it. The religious thought 
· of the future, illuminated and intensified by psychical 
research, will demand that they who desire to stand as 

· exponents of the spiritual life will know at least as 
much about it as the professed electrician must know 

· about electricity. To-day it is unfortunately not so: 
· they who stand as preachers of the life after death 
· know nothing of the fact j but the future will change 
· all that. We shall probably see a modified return to 
: the old pagan way of preserving from worldly care 
those who have the spiritual gifts whose nature the 
Christian apostle counselled, together with the organi
.zation of a priesthood of exposition based on knowledge 
· and on character, and as much of intellect as may 
,serve goodness and purity, but not dominate it. 
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, In conclusion, 1 would anticipate the suggestion that~ 
the elimination of mystery from religion would rob it: 
of much of its power to influence humanity, by point. 
ing out that the phenomena which are the subject of' 
Psychical Research touch only a small part of cosmic' 
activity. To the mystic all discovery among the 
phenomena of life is only a reanang(ment of factors 
in a sum whose answer is unity. To the non-mystic, 
the concrete mind, the pushing of boundaries into the-
unknown' is apt to bring temporary bewilderment. 
But the seekers after truth must go on in the assurance· 
that the mystery of ignorance will give place to the 
deeper and nobler mystery of truth. The breaking of' 
the tyranny of what is falsely called the supernatural' 
willlead to the elevation of the 'natural. Instead of 
fear and evasion of punishment, or search for reward, 
there will be substituted a purer ethic, which will take
us far on the way to the dreamed-of time when religion', 
will toucb all Hfe truly. and when all life \\ill be seen' 
to be truly religiOUS. 



RELIGIOUS UNITY . 

. The considerations set out in the preceding essay,_ 
if grasped clearly and fully, would go a long way
towards the bringing about of r~ligiousunily.especia!1y\ 
among the various sects of Ghristianity. But the way 
to such unity is already .open through the straight_ 
gate and narrow way of reason; or, rather, of that 
type of reasoning which fe'irlessly accepts certain. 
premisses that are labelled • abstract,' and proceed~ to 
the end of thought however. it may approach the· 
dreaded verge of • metaphysics: 

·Let us take such a premiss: that life is rooted is a. 
unity, and from that unity grows outward into variety •. 
Physical science has reached such a unity of substance; 
psychological science hasre;:ched such a unity of. 
consciousness. Our premiss is well and truly grounded. 

. From this point of view we see all manifested'· 
diversity as the outward and interdependent expression. 
of an inner unity; and included in the process of evolu
tion fro'm the assumed unity to diversity are the great· 
systematisations of thought and feeling which have, 
become the relIgions of humanity. We can there
fore agree with Rationalism that the religions are
human searches after truth .. but· we have also to main-
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"iain that the results are not merely casual expressions of 
-changes in matter, but are formulations, in terms of time 

.. and location, of truth that is pressing through a vehicle 
of expression that is on a lower level than the truth 

"ltself, just as the opinion of a partictil,ar moment is, 
even in its most undeliberate form, a limited expression 

· from our own larger self of experience and character. 
At the same time we can agree with the most orthod IX 

religionist when he claims that his religion has been 
· inspired from levels so.far above the common thought 
-and life of humanity that they may be called super. 
,human; but we also keep sight of the psychological 
'fact that any impact upon the formulative mind from 
·.its own background, or from another mind, can only 
be expressed in accordance with the faculty and tem· 
perament of the expressor. 

We may therefor~ hold all religions to be in essen
·-<:e true and complete, but iIi expression subject to the 
j limilations of their age and place. By virtue of. its 
I ba'>is in thl; Truth that is behind all truths, each religion 
tis the proper one for the race through which it came: 
succeeding centuries may, nay, must modify its details 

· in accordance with the growth of knOwledge and. ex-
· perience, but its characteristic note will remain. On 
: the. other hand, by reason of its racial and geographi
cal boundaries. no creed' can impose itself upon 

;;another race without doing g~ve injury to both. The 
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chief reason, indeed, why the II Christian nations ,,
have for four years been engaged in wielding the-, 
hammer of Scandinavian Thor instead of follo~ing the-
command of the Judean Master Jesus to return good: 
for evil, is that they are cut off by race and place from 
attaining full affinity with the purely oriental character -
of the Christianity of Jesus Christ. The Sermon on, 
the Mount is repudiated, not because it or its repudi
ation is false in essence, but simply because its genJle 
unselfishness and Eastern genius will not square with 
the rapacious individualism and aggsessiveness that_ 
mark the present stage of European evolutiori. 

The way. out of such anomalies runs through an 
acceptance of the view that each religion is the true
religion is for the race through which its first revelation 
came j in saying which we are not saying that one
religion as good as another. Quite the reverse : we are 
saying that one religion is much better than another 
for its natural devotees. 

There is, however, a level of attainment from
which the white light of spiritual truth may be clearly 
seen through its prismatic sections, as the deep eye of 
Shelley saw It the white radiance of Eternity" through 
Life's I, dome of many. coloured glass." Shri Rama
krishna may adopt the dress and ceremonial of various -
creeds in order to find the one spiritual essence through, 
all. Mrs. Besant may voluntarily adopt Hinduism as-
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1he external form of religion that satisfies a mind tru 
,-Christianity failed to satisfy; but, speaking generall; 
· the adherents' of the view of the spiritual unity of tl1 
· creeds will be found willing to remain, if permitted b 
· the Churches, members of the religious communitie 
.in which they were born, not, however, as blind echex 

, of the letter, but as illuminated practitioners of th 
· spirit; at the sam~, time exercising a wise tolereance tc 
~ards other creeds, and receiving thankfully from the[ 

· much help in fully understanding the spiritual conter 
-of their own creed. 

There are" however, a couple of points at whic 
we may collide,. not, indeed, with the essential truths c 
a creed, but with certain exclusive claims made by th 

.. exponents of the creeds. When such an exponer 
says : ., In my Religion you can find all spiritual truth, 
we may say: "That is so,though the expression of it ma: 

· put a barrier between the truth and a mind to whid 
the expression is unsuited, and so your Religion can no 

.be universally obligatory; ,. but when the Religionis 
says: II Only in my Religion cao truth be found," w, 

· are moved to reply: .. Not SO; for no part can embrao 
,the whole ~nd exclude other parts." We accept th 
.truth contained in the phrase of the Christ:" 1 am th, 
way ••• no man cometh unto the Father but by Me," bu 
'We decline to li~t "the way" to one sect's, interpre 
-tation of an obvious figure of speech: we ~o~d that tb 
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.• / narrow way," the Yoga thaUeads to unity with the 
Divine, is not through a creed but through a universal 
:principle of Christhood that is within the ultimate 
.attainment of all. 

The other colliding point is where any priesthood 
claims exclusive 'control over those power~ beyond.the 

-.ordinary senses which are called supernatural: we have 
-to deny the right of any body, sacerdotal or otherwise, 
·to put under credal domination what are either true or 
untrue as matters of fact, not according to a previously 

. formulated dogma. Spiritual vision, h~ling power, 
.and other higher fa9ulties of hum;mity are, from the 
. point of view of an ultimate unity, possible of attainment 
by all, within or without a creed, who fulfil certain well 

. known conditions which have been tested for untold 
-centuries; and it is only when the priesthood have 
themselves direct and full knowledge of such powers, 

-and the proper conditions for their development and 
-{:ontrol, that they will speak with ~e authority that 
-.compels. 
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Let us consider the matter of the Soul in the light 
t>f the acceptan~'of a unily behind diversity. 

, In its widest sense, the realm of the Soul is all 
that region that lies between the postulated unity and. 
the diversity between the body and that which animates 
the'body, and which we may can spirit. This realm 
of the soul is analogous to the region between an act 
and the totality of forces that culminated in Ihe act. Bet
ween the total (which is the anologue of the Spirit) and' 
the act (which is the anologue of the person or body)· 
there is an intermediary body of experiences that are 
in affinity with the act, to which the act will add a new . 
experience. This is the analogue of the Soul. 

Between the physical body and the Soul we need' 
some 'kind of infrpreter between sensation and its, 
realisation in conciousness; but this is not the Soul, it 
is one of its instruments. So also is the still subtler 
instrument for the focussing and interpretation of the· 
emotional acti\ity (f humanity. When one says:" I 
feel, " one is putting a gulf between the Soul and one' 
of its functions, between the " I " and a process that is. 
not the .. I". Feelings fluctuate, desires wax and wane,. 
,but I, who know this, remain. And when one sa}"!:: 
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off I think' " one is affirming the Thinker as distinct 
from thinking and from thought. We are perpetually 
" thinking, "and in normal activity the thought is 
identified with the Thinker: it manifests the invisible 
.one. This is so where thought is genuine; but much 
that passes for thought IS only echo from memorised 
'Prejudice, or reflection from flying thought stuff U in 
the air," or waves in the waters of the mind after the 
'Passing of some breeze of thought. Descartes took the 
power of thought to be the sign of individual existence: 
.. I think, -therefore I am." But a still surer sign of 
individual existence is the power to cease thinking. 
Tell your pack-mule of thought to fling its burden off 
its back and stand s~ill, and i~ less than five minutes 
you will have discovered either in its refusal to obey 
-you, or in your power to make it do so, that you are 
not your mule. A few such efforts,and you will know. 
that you are no more yout' mental instrument or 
your brain than you are your emotional instrument or 
.the lips that sip the wine of pleasure. Every atom of 
.the brain has disappeared in seven years: every attitude 
.of thought to life may also have changed; but the "I" 
remains •. 

The experiences of daily life may appear to influ
ence only a circumscribed area of the individual con.i 
.sciousness, but, in fact, such influence is much Wider". 
It is a recognised law in education that the effect of 
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~ttention on th~.~ttainment of any particular faculty
will be seen in other phases of the studenrs life. Neat. 
ness ~d precision in writing will not remain confined 
to peri and paper. In the same way a new experience
in consciousness will show itself not only on other parts. 
of the surface of the consiousness. but also in deeper 
regions. Avivict event may revolutionise the whole
attitude to life. In this way the 14 middle distance .. of 
life is modified: thought is revised, and the auiomatic
reaction to further impact. from the outer world is. 
changed to some extt'nt. 

The law of Evolution is defined las " the doctrine 
that higher forms of life have gradually arisen out of 
lower." This statement is usually taken to imply the 
annihilation of the old Christian idea of the stecial cre
ation of a Soul with each human being that is born.· 
A momenfs thought on the dlfinition will show that 
it is itself a statement of special creation, the only differ. 
ence between it and the theological idea being that it 
h. in steps. To remove the offensi\"e special charac~r: 
we have to remove the mysterious ability within the 
forms to respond at all to impacl Such removal 
would reduce the universe to a dead stop and nonentity. 
Sir William Barrett, in his essay on II The Creative 
Power of Thought," has followed this power of 
response to its most eleRlenlary manifestations. and 
has shown that it is due to ttl. diffusioll ot COIJSC~S$. 
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.an every atom of the universe. 
In the strictest sense of the term this consciousness 

is ,. super-sensual." It does not depend on physical 
forms for life: it, itself, is the fountain of life: in its 
totality it embraces all possibilities of differentIal evolu
tion: it is the spring of all action; the ~ quantity of 
involution whose recognition alone makes intelligible 
.and complete any system that would explain the 
universe. 

Let us endeavour to illustrate the operation of 
-this law of evolution in terms of mathematics, 

Assuming the Absolute totality to be a unit (1), 
.any process of involution (involvement or entangle. 
ment) can only take place within itself, and can only 
-be represented in the form of a fraction. A unit raised 
to any power of itself remains a unit (1 6 =1 x 1 x 1 x 1 
xI=l). Here we have a figure ~f the metaphysical 

truth_ that the Absolute unity can never be brought 
down from its level: it remains transcendent. Assume 
illow that the unit separates into seven parts. Seven 
new units are established, but they are not absolute 
units: they are relative units,dependent on one another, 
:and owing their e:\:istence to the basic Absolute unit. 
We do not figure this di"ision as 7 X I, for that would 
give 7 absolute units, which is impossible. We figure 
.each part as J, thus symbolising the dependence 01 
.the fraction from the unit, and shadowing the imma .. 
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nence of the Absolute unity in its constituents. It we 
divide each seventh into sevenths, we shall have 49 
parts, and we may carry the process from stage to 
$tage, ~ch tiJne we multiply the fraction giving us a. 
.greater total, an expanding multiplicity, but with a. 
~on;esponding contraction of the value of each new 
l"elative ,unit. A child, not knowing the value of 
money, might prefer 48 farthings to one shilling, or 
192 pies to a rupee, but a shopkeeper would not be· 
jnduced by number to give any more sweets than tor 
the single silver coin. So in the process of involution,. 
the one became many-not many ones, but many' 
relative units, increasing in number and in the illusion 
pf separateness and individual importance as they shared 
'ess and less directly the essence of the Absolute unity .. 
~volution is the reversal of the process. Mathematic
.alJ.y speaking, it abSorbs one of the elements,. and 
.raises the efficiency of the remainder; and this process. 
will go on until unity is reached. 

So is_ it inlhe life of the Soul. . Wherever a num
ber of persons meet for a worthy purpose, there is a 
withdrawal from involvement in the' details of the
~arate lives: a new fraction of less multiplicity and 
greater· potency is created.: this is the secret of the power
of organisation.' So too, i~ the individual, the nearer
~he active . consciousness approach~ the Soul-level, the
level of abstract thOught, the farther it recedes from. 

, .. . ' , . .. ~ 
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the illusory sepm-ations and false evolutions of the
emotional and physical degrees of life, and experiences 
an enhancement of power. Mind asserts its influence
over matter, not by opposing material power with 
material power, but by drawing Dearer to the omnipo
tence of the Absolute unit. 

This proce!>!! of ~volution is in constant operation~ 
Physical science ,sees it in forms: psychological science 
sees it in consciousness. Its tendency is towards 
groupings on ever higher levels; towards reducing the
fractional figures as to number, and increasing them 
as to value. Neither nature nor man can escape the 
sum which the Mastfr Mathematician is working out~ 

We cannot delay it beyond His Will: we may expedite 
it by the stimulation in humanity of a love of Beauty,. 
a participation in altruistic activity, a joy in the Igreat 
simplicities; and by the realisation in ourselves individu
ally of the stable and fundamental elements of ourtrue: 
nature, by moving stage by stage back from the frac
tions of the self in oscillating emotion and undisciplin. 
ed thinking, towards the unit of the Self. 
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